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Book reviews

Globalization and the Post-Creole Imagination: Notes on Fleeing the
Plantation. Michaeline A. Crichlow with Patricia Northover.
Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2009. xvi + 305 pp. (Paper US$ 23.95)
Raquel Romberg
Department of Anthropology
Temple University
Philadelphia PA 19122, U.S.A.
<rromberg@temple.edu>

Globalization and the Post-Creole Imagination invites us to move creolization debates beyond the plantation and the ideological constructions
of Caribbean national identity, which have generated numerous exclusions
and misrecognitions to the meaning of creole culture and citizenship. Asking
“Can the idea of creole cultures still hold in an era when there are no plantations?” Michaeline Crichlow seems to answer in the affirmative. But
“Should conceptualizations of multinational corporations in post-plantation
eras be framed as new types of plantations?” Here, she responds with an
uncompromising “No!” since this would erase the historical specificities of
systems of exploitation and domination, obscuring the changing relations
and subjectivities that they entail (p. 11).
Navigating between these opposing positions, Crichlow proposes a new
“dynamized” model of creolization. She draws on current debates on globalization, postcolonialism, and governmentality to define creolization broadly
as a “historicized process of selective creation and cultural struggle,” and
as a critical site for understanding “the uneven temporalities and spaces that
constitute nation-states’ and subjects’ histories” (p. 1) in order to explore how
Caribbean creolization finds expression in the postcolonial, neoliberal era
(p. 3). In contrast, the discussion on globalization situates this project more
within anthropological debates about the global and the local than within
the extensive scholarship on Caribbean globalization. Overall, this strategy
seems to suggest that “creolization” predates “globalization” and thus is temporally tied to Caribbean colonialism and postcolonialism. While globalization is discussed in relation to neoliberalism and social theory, bracketing
the long-term participation and entanglement of the Caribbean in colonial
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globalization forces. How else are we to understand the statement, “globalization refurbished and undermined creolization projects” (p. 201)?
Among the many conceptual frameworks proposed in this book, I find
those related to spatial metaphors and performative contexts of power to be
the most convincing and empirically supported. “Fleeing the plantation” seeks
“to capture a sense of an ongoing journey, or crossing, that one sought to make
in the pursuit and homing of modern freedoms” (p. xiv). Through the paradoxes of rooting and routing, staying and fleeing, remembering and forgetting,
Crichlow seeks to illuminate “the multivalent nature of creolization process
itself” (p. xiv) and to promote novel and distinct ways of generating “a perspective on the imagination of Caribbeans and those in the world who, like
Caribbeans, find themselves grappling with modern power’s projects” (pp. xiv,
xv). Such spatial metaphors and performative contexts are used to examine
the “spatial politics of mapping the present,” and “liminal” acts of re-making
selves and places through processes of fleeing and homing. Some of the other
conceptual frameworks emphasized in the book are “relational poetics”; the
“decentering” of culture, nationalism, the global, the local, and modern governmentality; “masking and masquerade”; critical mimesis; the “politics of the
cross”; and liminality. In effect, these are used in addressing forms of creolization that “challenge, play with, appropriate and subvert the older localized creole givens, by “detour, evasion, mimicry, by subverting the cultural forms from
below, by appropriation, translation, and expropriation” (p. 213).
Chapters 1 and 2 address theoretical and methodological issues, focusing
on creolization processes beyond the plantation and the dynamic processes
of making place and the creation of spaces for the expression of particular
forms of agency. Chapter 3 discusses how economic, social, cultural, and
political forms of resistance intertwine in ethnohistorical examples, such as
St. Lucia’s sharecropping system, styles of dress and fashion, and flower
festivals. The performance of postcolonial Creole imaginations is the subject
of Chapter 4, which explores the parodic performance of Lucians, an urban,
middle-class youth group in St. Lucia that draws on parodic devices developed elsewhere in the Americas to critique state postdevelopmental projects
and elite knowledge. Chapter 5 centers on transnational forms of making
place and examines the routes and experiences of a couple of rural Creole
St. Lucians who first migrated to England and then returned to St. Lucia.
Chapter 6 builds on a vignette about an informal horticulturalist and caretaker
of a small green section of a PNP inner-city constituency to illustrate how
individual cosmopolitan, “chaotic,” and fluid consumption practices provide
individuals with a sense of personal sovereignty in making place.
Although it raises questions both thought-provoking and challenging,
there are aspects of Globalization and the Post-Creole Imagination (some
more important than others) that make the reading confusing and the argument problematic. On the front and back jacket, Michaeline Crichlow appears
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as the author, but Patricia Northover is listed on the title page and in the
preface as a co-author. Concepts and dichotomies – respectability/reputation;
liminality, limboing (in reference to the idea of between and betwixt, and to
limbo dancing); carnivalesque, masking and masquerade, critical mimesis
– are used descriptively, with no mention of their potentially problematic
role as gate-keeping concepts in Caribbean studies (Trouillot 1992). In addition, although differences within the Caribbean are mentioned, generalized
statements based on empirical cases from St. Lucia are then made for the
Caribbean as a whole. Similarly, readers may well wonder whose struggles,
citizenship, and subjectivity lie behind expressions such as “Creole nationstate’s struggle” (p. 116), “Creole citizenship” (p. 131), and “Creole subjects.” Are they Cuban, Puerto Rican, Trinidadian, Jamaican, or St. Lucian?
Shouldn’t a new model of creolization take into consideration the historical
specificities of “creole” and “criollo,” as well as creolization processes and
the various theories that they informed (Stewart 2007)?
The book suffers from a writing style that is unnecessarily wordy and
cumbersome, particularly in the overuse of neologisms and the breaking and
hyphenating of whole words. Initially used by philosophers, literary critics, and artists in the last three or four decades as performatives, as critical moves of différance, these writing tactics have ceased, in my view, to
have a revelatory deconstructive effect. Rather than evoke or clarify, they
act as smoke screens that end up obfuscating the important, timely questions
posed by this book. I am afraid that these latter reservations might be seen
as doing injustice to the scholarly and interdisciplinary scope of this project.
As a social scientist, however, I expect the theoretical sophistication of an
oeuvre to be matched by the analytical import of the evidence, and theoretical discussions to be grounded in empirical evidence. For readers who are
less concerned with these shortcomings, Globalization and the Post-Creole
Imagination may offer an exciting addition to the literature on creolization
and the Caribbean.
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I was well into my research on the Orisha religion in Trinidad before I realized that a close examination of the history of the island, particularly the
impact of colonialism on the imported Africans and their religious culture,
would be necessary if I were to truly understand this transplanted African
religion. In fact, one could argue that the “context of contact” was the most
important factor determining the nature and form of this complex, syncretic
religion. Nathaniel Samuel Murrell has taken this approach in his authoritative and highly readable Afro-Caribbean Religions and has applied it to virtually all of the major African-derived religions in the Caribbean culture area.
For example, he admirably and thoroughly guides readers through the tumultuous and violent colonial period in Haiti that was so influential in the formation of the “hot” or Petwo tradition; the morphing of African ethnic nations
into the Catholic-based cabildos in Cuba that played such an important role
in the perpetuation of African religious beliefs and practices associated with
the Santería tradition on that island; the tenacious, Afrocentric “black resistance” to colonialism in Jamaica that produced a variety of African-derived
religious groups and practices, e.g., Myal, Obeah, and Kumina; and the
postemancipation immigration of Africans into Trinidad after a relatively
short and uneventful period of slavery in that country and their influence on
the development of the Orisha religion.
Murrell’s careful attention to history and the context of contact proves
invaluable to his analysis of the precise syncretic mechanisms at work in
the various religions. These processes ranged from purely reasoned analogy
in relatively passive contact contexts, whereby transplanted Africans freely
borrowed and incorporated primarily Catholic traits into their own religious
traditions, to “forced” borrowing and incorporation, whereby Africans would
hide or camouflage their indigenous beliefs and practices behind a facade of
Catholicism.
Remarkably, however, the end result of these processes, occurring as they
did across the entire Caribbean culture area, is a relatively coherent African
religious tradition that is surprisingly faithful to the indigenous African
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forms. This becomes apparent in Murrell’s fascinating ethnographic reportage where he draws not only on his own extensive fieldwork in Jamaica,
Haiti, Trinidad, and Grenada but also on virtually everything of note that has
been written on African-derived religions in the New World (with a bibliography of approximately 400 references). This coherence, for example, is seen
in the presence of prominent African gods, including Eshu (Legba, Eleggua,
Exu, Elegba), Ogun (Ogou, Oggun), Oshun (Osun, Oschun), and Shango
(Xango), in virtually the same form from Cuba to Haiti to Trinidad to Brazil.
On the other hand, however, Murrell is careful to point out the fact that
these African-derived religions are “creolized” versions of their indigenous
counterparts and necessarily and unavoidably so, given the often hostile
and unaccommodating cultural contexts in which transplanted Africans
found themselves in the New World. They are not African religions, per se.
One never gets the impression that Murrell is making an argument, but his
informed and data-based treatment of this sometimes contentious issue is
nevertheless subtly effective.
The book consists of five parts. Part One covers the cultural history of the
important African ethnic groups that were transported to the New World as
slaves and the African religions they brought with them. Part Two explores
Vodou, perhaps the oldest Afro-Caribbean religion in the New World. Part
Three focuses on the African-derived religions of Cuba with an emphasis
on Santería. Part Four, which Murrell refers to as “a special feature of this
book,” looks at Candomblé and Umbanda in Brazil and the Orisha religion
in Trinidad. And Part Five, the most extensive section of the book, examines
the African influenced religious life of Jamaica including the Myal, Kumina,
Poco, Convince, and Revival Zion religions. There is also what I would refer
to as “bonus” coverage in the book (a discussion of topics that are generally
not included in works of this type) on Obeah as it is practiced throughout
the Caribbean cultural area, Palo Monte (a Cuban religion that, while being
“creolized” and African-derived, possesses no African/Catholic syncretism
and traces its origins to central Africa – the western Congo – rather than West
Africa as is the case for most of the prominent African-derived religions in
the New World), Rastafarianism, and topics of ethnomedical interest.
Murrell should be commended for addressing the ignorance and discrimination that has been directed toward African-derived religious beliefs and
practices in the New World. Noteworthy here is his discussion of the “sinister heritage” of Vodou in Haiti which includes his interesting comment that
“Voodoo dolls” have their provenience in Europe, not Haiti.
Murrell’s work will, I hope, establish once and for all the religious bona
fides of these New World religions. They are not a hodge-podge of this and
that thrown together haphazardly or simple “cults” that can be dismissed
as having little cultural relevance. Indeed, they are unique religious expressions that deserve to stand on their own. He writes, “These traditions have
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their own cosmological reality and ethos that do not fit neatly into theological Weltanschauung and preunderstandings – whether Christian, Jewish, or
Muslim” (p. 322).
Afro-Caribbean Religions is a welcome addition to the literature on
African-derived religions in the New World and should prove to be an invaluable resource for anyone who has an interest in this area. Encyclopedic and
scholarly, it will no doubt become the definitive source on Afro-Caribbean
religions.
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Joining the hefty corpus of research on New World African diasporas,
Africas of the Americas interrogates the still-resonant legacy of Melville
Herskovits. Explicitly challenging what in philosophy and the social sciences
is sometimes called verificationist epistemology, it scrutinizes the ways that
discursive practices and historical processes articulate, emphasizing Africa’s
complex, metaphorical relationship to this hemisphere. Chapter contributors
work to disassemble the layers of time and meaning that have congealed into
received wisdom and complacent theory about Afro-Atlantic religions. In
doing so, however, all that is solid does not dissipate. This volume questions
the nature of evidence and the limits of empiricism with detailed explorations of historical, ethnographic, and linguistic case material, rather than,
for example, eschewing these as too elusive to be sought. What results is an
unresolved, productive tension between an anti-verificationst stance and an
emphasis on examples, data, and documentation.
Stephan Palmié’s introduction elaborates the volume’s organizing questions: how instances of religious behavior, “in” or “out” of “Africa,” are
“qualified as ‘African,’” what conceptual grounds make possible such predictions and their meanings, and what the implications of such usages are
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(p. 4). In calling for reorienting the study of Africa in the Americas from a
“foregone conclusion” (p. 32) to an on-going theoretical construction whose
premises are transparent, the volume examines the diverse, sometimes contradictory ways that representations of “Africa” and “Africanity” are socially
deployed (p. 14). Particularly apt is Palmié’s point that scholarly attention
to the meaning of “Africa” and “Africanity” in diaspora has paled in comparison to examination of the category “religion”; i.e., Herskovits’s “African
retentions” do not question what constitutes an “Africanism” in the first
place (p. 8). As the volume makes clear, “Africa” cannot be an independent
variable in the deconstruction of African diasporic religions.
Ten chapters take up different aspects of this mission. Paul Christopher
Johnson charts the diverse influences contributing to the identity of Garifuna
(Black Caribs) as a diasporic people, in terms of three centuries of their interpretation of religious practice and, more recently, racial identification in the
United States. In contrast to other African diasporic religions, Garifuna religion represents both ethnic pride and a “gateway to a global black identity”
(p. 72) rather than being a means of ethnic resistance to U.S. racialization.
Arguing that Olaudah Equiano’s Narrative represents the journey he took
to ultimately see himself as an “African,” James Sidbury analyzes the text’s
movement between first and third person, from ethnic to racial identity, from
Igbo Israeli of the Old Testament to New Testament African Christian, and
from “freedom to slavery to a renewed and greater freedom rooted in religious awakening” (p. 81). And he shows how Equiano’s view of himself as
“African” rested in part on his interpretation of Christianity as a universal
rather than European religion.
Reinaldo Roman continues this complication of the directionality and
significance of knowledge by examining Cuba’s early twentieth-century
Spiritist “man-gods,” Juan Manso and Hilario Mustelier. He asks why one
was “endorsed as a healer fit for the new century” (p. 108) and the other vilified and jailed. Disputing the idea inherent in the concept of syncretism that
it is possible to treat African and European as distinct entities, and proposing
that explanations based on racism were only part of the answer, Roman turns
to state forms of governmentality and prevailing ideologies about modernity. The dubiousness of distinctions is also taken up by Kristina Wirtz, who
examines the “divinatory practices” of scholars and religious practitioners
in their etymological search for African “homelands” in religious songs and
ritual speech of Cuban Santería.
The co-productions of scholars, practitioners, and other observers in creating the set-pieces of research on Afro-Atlantic religions is the subject of
several of the next chapters. Palmié examines abakuá, a male secret society in Western Cuba. A creole institution before arriving in Cuba, abakuá
eventually became an “African” phenomenon, exemplifying a reversal of
conventional thinking about directionality “in the Afro-Atlantic space-time
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continuum” (p. 215). Comparing two contemporary priestesses, Maria and
Preta, Brian Brazeal suggests that Africa has little to do with ritual efficacy
and good faith among Afro-Brazilian religious practitioners. Rather, such
concerns are endogenous, arising from ongoing negotiations between client and adept. Stefania Capone demonstrates the foregrounding and significance of Africa in the “transatlantic dialogue” (p. 258) between Brazilian
Africanists and French Brazilianists, focusing on the work of Roger Bastide.
In another reversal of conventional thinking, Karen Richman shows that the
Vodou we know today is not the authentic African religion of Haitian peasants but innovative ritual practices deriving from early twentieth-century
social and economic transformations that flowed from city to countryside.
Local elites (including Haitian ethnologists), foreign researchers, and local
performers “were creatively involved in mimetic interplay” (p. 317).
Africas ends with a return to language – verbal and ritual imagery.
Focusing on eres (African child spirits) in Brazilian Candomblé, Elina
Hartikainen investigates why eres are made recognizable to practitioners
through derogatory Iberian and Brazilian racial stereotypes concerning
“African” speech. She concludes that such representations can mediate different configurations of Africanness and communicate experiences of racial
discrimination in Brazil that otherwise are without discursive recourse. J.
Lorand Matory asks that we look in more nuanced fashion at images of
enslavement in Afro-Atlantic religions, which employ slavery “as a sacred
metaphor of proper personhood, personal efficacy, and moral rectitude” (p.
352) rather than simply mirroring North American views of slavery as dehumanization, the antithesis of freedom, and the negation of identity. In AfroAtlantic religions, he argues, “slavery” and “freedom” are interdependent
metaphors reflecting “semantic slipperiness” (p. 378) and local sensibilities
rather than being prefigured stations in a teleological trajectory proceeding
from one place (or condition) to another.
Best for those familiar with New World diaspora scholarship, Africas
nonetheless should be on newcomers’ radar as well. Readers are pushed to
think differently about some old, some honorable, but perhaps too comfortable epistemological presumptions.
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This hefty and sprawling volume is the fruit of a conference held at Florida
International University in 1999. At the time, some participants likened the
meeting to the Council of Nicea, the fourth-century ecumenical synod where
bishops established a universal Christian orthodoxy. Fortunately or otherwise, the devotees of the Òrìṣà, Orichas, Orixás, Lwa, and Voduns around
the Atlantic perimeter have steadfastly resisted the imposition of any kind of
universal doctrine. The scholars who study their devotions have proved to
be an equally refractive group. This volume illustrates the diversity of their
theories, methods, and conclusions.
The introduction proclaims what would seem to be an incontrovertible
truth: the religions that began in the societies now called Yorùbá and spread to
the Americas with the transatlantic slave trade have become world religions.
They deserve to be studied on a par with Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and
other universal traditions. They can no longer be dismissed as illiterate belief
systems, traditional religions, or cults.
Some of the essays that follow are openly proselytizing and doctrinaire.
They proclaim the superiority of the religion of the Òrìṣà over Christianity
and Islam. They urge American adepts to learn the Yorùbá language and
achieve orthopraxis by imitating West African models. They yearn for a
definitive break with Abrahamic monotheism. They see Òrìṣà devotion as
the foundation for a new crosscultural ethics. They glorify the Òrìṣà to whom
they are personally devoted.
Others are more conventionally descriptive. They explore methodological possibilities at the junction of archaeology and oral history. They examine the histories implicit in political and religious processions. They show
how histories and myths are in fact contested claims to power articulated by
different ethnic polities struggling with each other and with their colonizers.
They remind us that the Yorùbá do not only practice devotion to the Òrìṣà,
but are Muslims and Christians as well. The rites of the Òrìṣà undoubtedly
color their Islamic devotions. Their Aládurà Christianity has grown so fer-
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vent that today they send missionaries to Europe and the United States, in an
ironic inversion of colonial practice.
Still other essays interrogate the notion of globalization and some of its
fundamental tropes from the perspective of Òrìṣà devotees on the African
continent and in the Caribbean. They ask what the global village might mean
to people who actually live in villages. They inquire whether it is possible
to subsume phenomena as diverse as Atlantic slave trade and the Marine
invasion of Haiti under the single term “globalization,” or whether a new,
historically specific vocabulary is required.
Three papers describe the fascinating history and unique ritual practice
of the neo-Yorùbá community in North Carolina, the Òyótúnjí village. One
attempts to understand the history of Òyótúnjí in relation to that of Ilé Ifè.
Another traces the spiritual biography of its leader, Obá Adefunmi and his
troubled relations with the white Cuban adepts of Santería whose teachings
he ultimately rejected in the name of African purity. Another examines a
new genre of divination consultation tailored to the needs of contemporary
African Americans called the orò ìdílé or roots readings. The author shows
how the linguistic praxis, bodily hexis, and self-conscious traditionalism of
the babaláo diviner become the means by which new beliefs and practices
can be incorporated into the religious canon of Ifá.
Another set of papers examine Santería, Ocha, and Lucumí devotions
in Cuba, New York, and throughout Latin America. One enjoins us to look
beyond the Iyalochas and Babalawos, who are generally considered to be the
guardians of the Ocha tradition in the United States, to the scholars and musicians who brought the religion into the public eye – singers, drummers, and
teachers who won followers for the Orichas in Harlem, Miami, and beyond.
Another author makes the controversial claim that Santería is not a religion,
but a syncretism symptomatic of the disintegration of Cuban society.
Brazilian authors describe the practice of Candomblé in Bahia and in São
Paulo as well as the Xangó religion in Recife. They see the traditional cult
houses as repositories of African knowledge and argue that this knowledge
is threatened by the gradual decline in devotees’ command of the Yorùbá
language. One traces the decline of the Axéxé mortuary ritual in São Paulo.
Another highlights the difficulty of preserving Yorùbá songs when the literal
meanings of the words are unknown to the singers.
George Brandon and Joseph Murphy challenge conventional notions of
orality and the transmission of ritual knowledge through initiation. They
show how literacy has been a claim to ritual power in West Africa for most of
a millennium. Pamphlets and manuals have been central to Santería from the
first decades of the nineteenth century, and the current explosion of internet
sites relating to the Òrìṣà in their many guises represents a logical continuation of devotees’ traditional appropriation of the means of mass communication.
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Two final papers examine the vexed questions of gender and sexuality
in Òrìṣà devotion in Africa and the Americas. J. Lorand Matory presents his
withering response to Oyewumi’s equally trenchant critique of his work. He
claims that there is gender in Yorùbá society and in the Yorùbá lexicon and
that attempts to deny its existence are misguided and politically reactionary.
Rita Segato attempts a synthesis of their opposed viewpoints. She shows
how ritual crossdressing and homosexuality in religious communities present a carnivalesque critique of gender relations in patriarchal Brazil with a
transformative potential. Oyewumi’s own contribution is noticeably absent.
A tome of this size, bringing together studies by twenty-eight authors
from four continents, around a set of contentious religious issues can only
do justice to its subject matter by presenting a set of diverse and often conflicting viewpoints. What emerges is not a Nicene Creed but a portrait of
a fractious, global, and growing religious tradition. Its leaders struggle for
legitimacy, authenticity, and the authority to tell their history in ways that
will help them reproduce their ritual communities. This book will be of interest to those immersed in these debates, but no reader should expect to agree
with everything they find in its pages.

Sacred Spaces and Religious Traditions in Oriente Cuba. Jualynne E.
Dodson. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2008. xiv + 210
pp. (Cloth US$ 39.95)
Kristina Wirtz
Department of Anthropology
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo MI 49009, U.S.A.
<kristina.wirtz@wmich.edu>

Too much of the ethnographic work on Cuban religion has been Havanabased and Santería-centered, and so it is refreshing to see a study focus
on Afro-Cuban religious “reglas” beyond Regla de Ocha, as practiced
in Santiago de Cuba and surrounding smaller towns of eastern Cuba, the
“Oriente” of this book’s title.
The book’s organization loosely follows the title, with Part 1 focusing on
the concept of sacred spaces and Parts 2 and 3 focusing on four particular
Afro-Cuban religious practices. Although Dodson emphasizes commonalities
uniting all of these practices within an “Africa-based cosmic orientation,” she
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nonetheless follows what has become standard practice in books on AfroCuban religion, dedicating a chapter to each particular tradition. While she
goes further than most authors in historicizing each one and showing their
interconnections, the formula is stale and runs the risk of reifying each as an
“African tradition” (in Espiritismo’s case, covertly so) and focusing undue
attention on questions of taxonomy, instead of showing the mutual co-construction of these “traditions” in the past and present (and the role of folklorists and ethnographers in delineating what the traditions are), when many of
the practices are in fact combined and juxtaposed in significant ways.
Moreover, her concern with excavating the deep origins of each tradition
sometimes gets in the way, as with her claim that Vodú practiced in Cuba’s
Oriente region derives from late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
slaves from Saint Domingue/Haiti rather than from early twentieth-century
Haitian labor migrants, who are not even mentioned. And again, in her discussion of the Kongo origins of the Reglas de Palo practiced in Oriente,
she relegates to a single sentence the early twentieth-century transplantation
of western Cuban lineages and practices of Palo into eastern Cuba, thereby
conflating earlier Kongo-derived practices with contemporary Palo Monte or
Palo Mayombe, whereas in fact the ethnographic reality is rather more complex. This also causes problems in her interpretation of a religious tradition
she labels “Muertéra [sic] Bembé de Sao,” which appears to be a strongly
Kongo-influenced set of practices focused on spirits of the dead, or muertos,
and which serves as a sort of substrate of folk religiosity over which more
recent traditions of Palo, Santería, and Spiritism have been layered. Whether
Muertera Bembé de Sao warrants being designated a separate “tradition” is
not at all clear from the book’s discussion: the name seems to come from
one particular religious practitioner and her community, who have cobbled
together more generalized terms for muerteros (anyone who works with
muertos) and bembé de sao, a widespread type of festive ceremony differentiated from bembés and tambores performed within Santería. The relationship between Dodson’s rendering of this particular group’s self-identification
and longer-term, more broadly practiced work with the dead (muertería, as
Casa del Caribe researchers call it) is also not clear.
Be that as it may, the three chapters on the traditions of Palo Monte/
Mayombe, Vodú, and Espiritismo, plus the more speculative material on
“Muertera Bembé de Sao,” are the heart of the book. Each chapter presents
an historical reconstruction of the conditions under which one of these traditions emerged and a summary of its current practice, pulling together diverse
Cuban and international scholarly sources much in the mold of George
Brandon’s well-known study, Santería from Africa to the New World.
Another disappointment is that, although the book is based on over a
decade of fieldwork, it is not well-grounded in ethnographic description. One
gets occasional glimpses of the rich experiences of fieldwork underlying the
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claims, but the account sticks to broad generalities rather than providing specifics of particular ceremonies, practitioner biographies, practices, and religious communities. Only the briefest vignettes and short phrases from interviews appear – usually not enough to back up the broad, normative claims
made about what people believe and how they worship. In any event, I had
to fall back on my own experience in Cuba and familiarity with the literature
cited to evaluate her claims, rather than being provided with evidence in support of her assertions.
Moreover, the theoretical apparatus of the book is thin, relying heavily upon Fernando Ortiz’s concept of transculturation as a psychocultural
process that permitted “survivals” of a general African worldview. Nor do
Dodson’s major points about sacred spaces go beyond the obvious: that
sacred spaces are used to set temporal, spatial, and social boundaries, for
communication with the spirits, for communality, as vehicles of historical
memory, and to express creativity. More detailed ethnographic grounding,
instead of generalities, would have greatly enriched the theme of sacred
spaces, both in the chapter dedicated to “what sacred spaces do” and in the
chapters on individual traditions.
The book is unusual in the mode of research that produced it: although
a single-authored monograph, it reflects Dodson’s collaborative approach to
field research, in which she and a team of her students worked together to
do participant observation and interviews and partnered quite closely with
Cuban researchers of the Casa del Caribe’s Popular Religions Research
Team, and in particular with well-known researcher José Millet. It is disappointing, then, that there was not more reflexive discussion about how this
model of research shaped the data and experiences of fieldwork. Moreover,
and far more troubling, José Millet has accused Dodson of intellectual theft
because she removed him from co-authorship and failed to acknowledge
contributions by other Cuban researchers.1 As evidence, he has provided
what appears to be a very similar book manuscript accepted for publication at
the University of Florida Press and listing Dodson and Millet as co-authors.2
One additional criticism I regret to make is that this book would have
benefited from much more rigorous copy-editing, as errors in Spanish and
English were distracting and syntax was occasionally stretched to its limits.
Specialists on African diasporic religion looking to expand their understanding beyond Havana and Santería should be cautious in using this overview
of Afro-Cuban religion in eastern Cuba.

1. See his posting at UNEAC, <http://escritoresyartistasdelcaribe.ning.com/profiles/
blogs/sacred-spaces-religious-1?xg_source=activity>, accessed September 22, 2010.
2. <http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/sacred-spacesreligious-traditions-in-oriente-cuba/1089825>, accessed September 22, 2010.
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The migration of some 142,000 Chinese indentured workers to Cuba between
1847 and 1874 is generally acknowledged to be one of the most disgraceful
chapters in the history of modern labor migration. The institution of indenture, with its hybrid mix of “voluntary” contractual obligations enforceable by
criminal penalties (fines and imprisonment), was originally designed by the
British to find a legally (and politically) acceptable alternative to slavery in
a post-emancipation but still labor-scarce plantation environment, principally
the West Indian sugar plantations. Unlike its seventeenth-century precursor,
which was used mainly for the purpose of acquiring a European labor force
for the early American settlement colonies, nineteenth-century Asian indenture
was surrounded by immigration laws, regulations, and procedures technically
enforceable by a court system, all designed to ensure that tropical labor recruitment and governance did not relapse into the authoritarian relations of slavery.
Discussion on the success or failure of any indenture experiment usually
revolves around the degree to which the letter of the law and the practice of
labor relations on the ground diverged from each other. However, in the special
case of Chinese migration to Cuba (and to other Latin American destinations,
like Peru and Central America), the stark reality was that for almost thirty
years, there was no relation whatsoever between the language of the law and
the actuality of the indenture experience, and the tyrannical hold of the slave
tradition was strong enough to override all legal verbiage and replicate itself
with great force upon the hapless Chinese workforce. (Indeed, on the island
of Cuba, indenture did not follow slavery but actually coexisted with it, and
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even came to an end twelve years before slavery itself did, in 1886.) Even the
Spanish laws themselves were often ambivalent on the coolies’ rights, unlike
other colonial jurisdictions that were involved in indenture (p. 86).
In 1873, prompted by the persistent call from many quarters to do something about the abuses of the “coolie trade” to Latin America, the Chinese
imperial government dispatched a three-man delegation (along with a team
of translators and scribes) to Cuba to investigate the conditions of labor
of the Chinese, and to hear from the laborers themselves about their own
experiences within that system. Two of the commissioners accompanying
the Qing official, Chen Lanbin, were actually China-based Western officials,
one British, one French. The Commissioners heard 1,176 oral testimonies
and received 85 petitions with 1,665 signatures over an eight-week period
(March 17 to May 8, 1873). The Commission Report summarized their findings in 1876. It revealed the full horror of the “coolie trade,” and the exercise
contributed to the ban on coolie migration to Latin America from Macao,
where almost all of the Latin America-bound migration originated.1
The complete body of testimonies collected by the Commissioners
remains housed in the Library of Ancient Books at the National Library of
China in Beijing, and to date it seems that even Chinese researchers have utilized only edited collections of the full testimonies, besides the Commission
Report itself. An English-language version of the Commission Report was
recently (1993) republished by Johns Hopkins University Press with an introduction by Denise Helly, author of Idéologie et ethnicité: Les Chinois Macao
à Cuba (1979). The report itself made selective use of the testimonies, which
were referenced under a list of pointed questions probing the workings of the
indenture system in Cuba. Yun’s current research is conceived as a two-stage
project. The Coolie Speaks is the first, providing commentary and analysis
based on the fullness of the actual testimonies. The second will be a translation of the entire body of testimonies.2 The Coolie Speaks, not written specifically for historians, is essentially a learned interdisciplinary meditation
on the text of the testimonies themselves, probing the existential roots of the
indenture system as it were, and the complex states of mind of the coolies, as
revealed in the testimonies’ style and substance. Yun is a professor of English
and Asian American Studies, and her discussion inevitably reflects that training in her approach to the historical documents before her. After an insightful
discussion of the historical context, she embarks on “a new mapping of the
coolie narrative.” As she herself explains,
1. A treaty to end the coolie traffic was not signed until November 1877. It was ratified
in December 1878.
2. One puzzling aspect of this story is that the commission itself referred to English
translations in their report, namely, “1,176 depositions have been collected, and 85 petitions, supported by 1,665 signatures, have been received, of which copies and (English)
translations are appended” (Helly 1993:34).
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The reading of this material was, in the deepest sense, a “literary” reading,
with an acute awareness of the opaqueness, thickness, and slipperiness of
narration. The “details” were overwhelming, yet eventually emerged as
pronounced and pivotal in reading the politics as not only an individual
protest but also as part of a web of relations and cultural locations. (p. 239)

Not unlike the Commission Report itself, she has had to make her own selection from the testimonies, and while she has not managed to uncover any
storyline fundamentally different from that told by the Commission, her
reading has uncovered a number of startling facts about the migrants themselves. That the majority of them arrived in Cuba not by any voluntary process, but via violent coercion and deception in or near Macao, contrary to
the written laws of recruitment and service stipulated by legislation, is not a
new discovery. That they were uniformly subjected to an unending cycle of
brutal regimentation and cruelty, during (and well after) their formal terms
of indenture, in complete violation of the letter of the law, which was in fact
ignored by all – planters and their subordinates, the police, the judiciary,
and the government – is also not new. This much the Commission Report
described in graphic and horrific detail. The two most revealing facts Yun has
unearthed about the Chinese coolies in Cuba concern their diverse provincial
origins and their diverse educational backgrounds. The long reach of the
forcible recruitment in and near Macao seems to have ensnared individuals
from all of China’s provinces, not just Cantonese.
Eighty-nine per cent of the testifiers were from Guangdong, but their testimonies nevertheless indicated coolies originating from at least fourteen
provinces of China, including inland provinces and some near Mongolia,
in descending order: Guangdong, Fujian, Hunan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang,
Guangxi, Jiangsu, Jiangnan, Anhui, Sichuan, Tianjin, Henan, Hebei, and
Shanxi. The testimonies also reveal that the coolie population included
Vietnamese, Filipinos, and Manchu bannermen, who were a highly privileged ethnic group in China. (p. 70)3

Moreover, the surprising literary quality of many of the written petitions4
also revealed that numerous coolies had received educational training at the
lower levels of provincial achievement, which gives added poignancy to the
charges of kidnapping leveled against the recruiters in and near Macao.
3. One hapless coolie had even lived in California before sailing to Cuba out of a misguided sense of adventure, and was forced into bondage after arrival (p. 144).
4. Such as Petition No. 20, discussed on pages 137-42, and reproduced in the appendix.
Thirty-four percent of the petitions were signed by ten or more coolies, and 12 percent were
signed by groups of 80 or more (p. 77). Petition 20 was the largest, signed by 164 people.
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The testimonies reveal coolie labor to be drawn from widely diverse professional fields, including academia, medical practice, civil service, and
business. (pp. 65-66)

One petition was written by four people who revealed that they had been
military officers in Guangdong (p. 75).
Yun also calls attention to a weakness of the commission report, which
made no mention of women, but of whom the testimonies and other sources
presented clear-cut evidence.
While there is scant evidence of their presence in the testimonies, the depositions and petitions reveal one case of their signatures appearing together
on a mass petition (Petition 15), with their gender indicated by Chinese
traditions of naming for unmarried and married women. Occasionally, testifiers made mention of Chinese women headed for bondage, such as a former bricklayer He Asi who mentioned travelling with 12 women during the
passage (Deposition 376). While not mentioned in the testimonies, advertisements in Cuban newspapers also revealed the sale of Chinese girls and
women. One such advertisement indicated the sale of a “Chinese woman
of twenty-one years” and the other announced the sale of a “Chinese girl.”
Glimpses of the traffic in Chinese girls emerge in episodes documented
by Persia Campbell, Juan Perez de la Riva, and Juan Jiménez Pastrana.
Campbell noted the discovery of 44 young Chinese girls imprisoned under
deck of the British ship Inglewood bound for Cuba … Perez de la Riva noted
that in Cuba, José Suarez Argudin, a well known Spanish Cuban slaver, was
known to keep Chinese girls. And Jiménez documented the open sale of
Chinese in Cuban newspapers, including girls … Even before the advent of
mass coolie labor to Cuba, there is evidence of Chinese girls being sold in
the Cuban market. In the main newspaper, Diario de la Habana, nine days
prior to the first coolie ship arrival (the Oquendo), one ad read as follows:
“For sale: a Chinese girl with two daughters, one of 12-13 years and the
other of 5-6, useful for whatever you may desire.” (pp. 63-64)

A similar omission in the report was that of Chinese who had escaped and
joined the rebel cause in eastern Oriente province, although it acknowledged
the difficulty of ascertaining how many chinos cimarrones and mambises, if
any, were among the insurgent forces (p. 62).
It is difficult to capture in this short review the many strengths of Yun’s
perceptive discussion of this migration. But I would also like to point out
what seemed to me to be two weaknesses of the book. First, not all the testimonials cited in the discussion were included in the appendix, when several
might easily have been. Secondly, while there is some comparative reference
to other forms of indenture practiced in the West Indies, there is no attempt
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to probe the cultural implications of the uniformity of treatment meted out
to the Chinese in all the Latin countries (especially, but not solely, in Peru).
This contemptuous treatment came not only from the planter class and their
subordinates (often black) but also from the general citizenry. For example,
“here, whites and blacks often bully the Chinese; they hit us without any reason and throw stones at us” (p. 121); or again, “People in Cuba already got
used to enslaving the blacks but they treat Chinese worse than black slaves.
This does not make any sense.” (p. 122).
These small criticisms aside, it is clear that Lisa Yun’s learned discussion
of the suppressed history of the Chinese in nineteenth-century Cuba, bringing to the surface their own views on the indenture experience, will become
as standard a reference work on this subject as the Report of 1876 itself was
in its own time. We look forward to the promised translations of the complete
body of testimonies.
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The single greatest virtue of this book is that it is not about Fidel or Raúl
Castro. After fifty years of revolution, there has to be more than just biography and this useful book gives us plenty of reasons why. That said, Artaraz
also illustrates just how difficult it is to go beyond biography. It is arguably
this difficulty which accounts for the fact that the author has provided us
with not one but three distinct books. The first attempts to trace how Western
intellectuals responded to the Cuban Revolution. The second involves quite
self-contained case studies of the ideological contents and intellectual struc-
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tures of the New Left in the United States, France, and Great Britain. The
third involves a discussion and query of who exactly these intellectuals were:
were they mere “activists” or individuals truly dedicated to the socialist
intellectual enterprise. Artaraz deals with each of these topics competently –
sometimes even brilliantly. Never, however, does his analysis confirm what
might be the unstated goal of the book: demonstrating a relationship (call it
quasi-symbiotic) of active interactions and links between the New Left and
the Cuban Revolution. Three explanations for this absence can be derived
from the well-documented narrative.
First, individual national expressions of the New Left were engendered
and driven “by the particular conditions and political culture of each society”
(p. 5). Secondly, and closely related to the first point, was that even as the
Cuban Revolution seemed to rationalize itself in ways that appealed to certain
sectors of the New Left, the New Left’s understanding of the Cuban sociopolitical reality “was very slight and showed strong hegemonic tendencies” (p.
11). Finally, Cuba was itself driven by its own urgent national needs rather
than by some romanticized socialist internationalism. Artaraz describes this
Cuban urgency through several telling examples, but one in particular has
relevance to the situation in Cuba today: the issue of race in the United States.
Cuba, he says, was only interested in how it could use the Black Liberation
movement in the United States for its own purposes. “As such, ‘race’ was seen
more as a category that could include an extension of the Cuban Revolution’s
foreign support than an element that demanded attention in Cuba itself” (p.
180). So much for convictions and consistency. And, yet, one can fully understand, perhaps even sympathize with, the Cuban position, given the isolation
caused by the U.S. embargo and the continual threats to the very existence
of the Revolution. Cuba naturally sought to identify with any movement that
provided material or even symbolic support for its legitimacy as a country
seeking its own path of development. This need, more often than not, compelled selective, opportunistic, and short-lived alliances. One might be less
charitable with the attitudes of many of the multiple New Lefts in the United
States, Great Britain, and France. As already noted, their concerns and preoccupations had their origins in, and in turn responded to, their distinct domestic
crises and preoccupations. Their enthusiasm was based on their own selfgenerated images of the Cuban Revolution and used these often self-deluding,
“romantic” projections for their own domestic purposes (see p. 68). In other
words, there was much domestic political positioning, national geopolitics,
and raisons d’État and little authentic ideological fraternity.
Beyond the three “books” mentioned, Artaraz also makes an important and
original contribution in his analysis of the reasons why these various New Left
movements slowly soured on the Cuban Revolution. Repeated purges (or voluntary defections) of many original intellectuals took their toll very early on.
First came the closing in 1961 of Lunes de Revolución, and this was followed
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by Fidel Castro’s Palabras a los intellectuales, a dictum that distinguished
between an intellectual stance “within” and one “outside” (i.e. against) the
Revolution. As Artaraz correctly notes, this placed the power to judge intellectuals and artists “in political hands, not in artistic or intellectual ones” (p. 37).
But it was in 1968 that events brought about a major tipping point in New
Left-Cuban relations. First, collective dismay and disappointment: Fidel
Castro’s failure to condemn the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. Was sovereignty a purely bourgeois principle? Then followed the political elite’s vehement protests over the awarding of the prize in poetry to the non-conformist
Heberto Padilla. After being persecuted for a full year, Padilla was eventually
arrested in 1971 and forced to retract his “anti-revolutionary” views in public. This is where Artaraz’s description of the Leninist “model” of the proper
role of the revolutionary intellectual comes in very handy. Certainly, many of
the New Left continued their association with the Revolution, but the spark
and glow were gone. “[The] Cuban Revolution and the New Left,” he says,
“appeared to recover a rather orthodox discourse at the expense of the spontaneity and voluntarism typical of the New Left until then” (p. 77).
It is precisely because Artaraz had done his analysis with admirable
detachment that one is, frankly, startled by his conclusions. Contemporary
Cuba, he argues, once again presents “an alternative model of societal development” (p. 185). Alas, the best he can do to support this conclusion is to cite
the cases of the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) in Yucatan,
Mexico and the Venezuela-engineered and petro-dollars driven Alternativa
Bolivariana de las Américas (ALBA). If these two cases represent the “new
dawn” mentioned in the conclusion, then we have learned nothing from the
past fifty years and Artaraz has written a good book for naught.

Inside El Barrio: A Bottom-Up View of Neighborhood Life in Castro’s Cuba.
Henry Louis Taylor, Jr. Sterling VA: Kumarian Press, 2009. xx + 217
pp. (Paper US$ 24.95)
Mona Rosendahl
Institute of Latin American Studies
Stockholm University
SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
<mona.rosendahl@lai.su.se>

Inside El Barrio is one of quite a few recent books and articles dealing with
the so-called Special Period in Cuba, which began in 1990. After the fall
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of the Berlin Wall and the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Cuba lost its
main trading partners almost overnight and fell into a severe economic crisis.
This book is written from the perspective of an African- American historian
and urban planner. Henry Louis Taylor, Jr visited Cuba many times between
1999 and 2006, both as a teacher and as a researcher. Together with Cuban
research assistants, he has done interviews and a survey as well as participant
observation in different neighborhoods in Havana.
Two main themes run through the book. The first deals with the ideological origins of the present Cuban government. Taylor describes Cuban society
before the Revolution in 1959 as divided into two classes – the elite and the
popular classes (clases populares) – and shows that this division has deep
historical roots stemming from colonial times. The ideology of the elites was
characterized by economic, racial, social, and cultural differentiation, and it
dominated the country until 1959. When the “rebels” (Fidel Castro and his
men) took over the rule of the country, he argues, they not only followed the
ideology of the popular classes based on equality and solidarity in all aspects
of society (except maybe gender, something which Taylor does not discuss),
but also started implementing and developing these ideas. Everyday life was
transformed through mass organizations and what Taylor calls “the pillar of El
Barrio” (p. 87) – universal education, free medical care, and efficient disaster
management, which build on the ideology of the clases populares but also
depend on the centralized structure of the revolutionary government. Taylor
also discusses the economic changes that have occurred during the Special
Period, mainly the introduction of tourism and private commercial initiatives.
The second theme deals with the neighborhood as a “catalytic place”
and the theoretical argument that “a neighborhood’s nature and character
... will either increase or decrease the risk of its residents to various social,
economic, cultural, and health issues” (p. 3). Taylor argues that the revolutionary government changed both the physical and the social structure of
the neighborhoods in Havana, and indeed also in other parts of the country,
in line with the ideology of equality. He describes how a city segregated by
class and race was transformed into what he calls a “people centered” city
(p. 31). Urban spaces were opened to everyone regardless of class and race,
and villas and mansions were expropriated to be used for housing, schools,
or day care centers. Cubans became owners or paid very little for their living
quarters and mass organizations (principally the neighborhood committees/
CDR) stimulated participation in neighborhood maintenance. The state controlled housing and food distribution through an individual rationing card,
which made it difficult to move within and between locations in Cuba. This,
Taylor argues, froze the pre-revolutionary class and racial structures which
meant that working-class neighborhoods stayed racially mixed as they had
been before 1959. A side effect of this stability is the existence of loyalty and
cooperation between the neighbors who often have lived a long time together.
A description of the barrio San Isidro in old Havana, based principally on a
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survey made there, is used to illustrate this argument. San Isidro is what
Taylor calls a “vulnerable” barrio inhabited by black, white, and mulatto
poor but also targeted as one of the barrios in Havana where UNESCO has
a restoration project. It is a close-knit community and people have managed,
by working together, to make improvements in their barrio, helped along by
strong relations to a benevolent state.
This is no doubt an interesting discussion of the contemporary Cuban
capital, but it is a pity that, in spite of the title of the book, only a small part
is dedicated to an analysis of empirical data from the barrio. Because Taylor
has spent so much time in Cuba and must have a keen understanding of barrio life, he could profitably have used more of his interviews, conversations,
and observations to describe it. Taylor is cautious when using data from his
participant observation, referring to it as “anecdotes.” To me as an anthropologist, this seems both unfortunate and unnecessary. It is also somewhat
surprising since he uses the survey results without any critical discussion
of the meaning and possible biases of survey data in general or especially
in Cuba, where expressing critical views of policies and leadership can be
sensitive. In addition, the book’s chapters seem disconnected and there are
repetitions. This becomes especially clear in the sharp division between the
uncritical presentation of the housing situation, medical care, and above all
tourism and the dollar economy in the bulk of the book, and the very critical
approach to the same issues in the epilogue. A more balanced discussion of
the issues throughout the text would have been useful.
Despite the book’s shortcomings as an entity, the parts about history and
the everyday life of people, particularly the household economy, make it well
worth reading.

On Location in Cuba: Street Filmmaking During Times of Transition. Ann
Marie Stock. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009. xxiv
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The overall turmoil produced in Cuba by the end of economic partnerships
with the former Soviet Union meant that Cuban cinema, traditionally sup-
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ported and centralized by the state through the Instituto Cubano de Arte e
Industria Cinematográfica (ICAIC), has dispersed into many sites and modes
of production. Weaving together countless interviews with filmmakers and
cultural bureaucrats, film scholar Ann Marie Stock draws an experiential
map of contemporary “street filmmaking,” a term used to metaphorically
and literally conjure sites of creative activity not represented by the state.
And yet, as she and the filmmakers repeatedly assert, the intention of such a
move is not to supplant ICAIC as a production entity but to look for opportunities “out in the streets,” beyond national borders, and why not, partnering with ICAIC whenever possible. Stock approaches the topic as observer,
participant, and advocate, enunciating her own participation as she actively
takes part in the distribution of Cuban films.
Throughout, the book is concerned with how filmmakers coped with and
adapted to the transformative social and economic moment begun in the
1990s. Stock examines how institutions provided new incentive and support,
and how digital tools factored into an emerging transnational audiovisual
praxis. The process of transformation itself is one of the central modes of
interrogation as the state responded to the crisis by implementing policies
that opened new spaces of civil society through independent economic interactions shifting daily experience and Cuban identity away from centralized
authority. Individuals too moved into new spaces of creation and contact
with international producers. New modes of Cuban identity emerged at this
time and filmmakers in the cities and the countryside explored these psychological and cultural dimensions.
The book opens with three chapters on cultural organizations established
in the 1980s and 1990s that paved the way for the modes of production and
circulation of “street films.” The first focuses on the Escuela Internacional de
Cine y Televisión (EICTV) established in 1986, the Asociación Hermanos
Saíz, the Moviemiento Nacional de Video, and the Fundación Ludwig de
Cuba as important sites of cultural activity that consistently supported the production of video and the visual arts. The second discusses Televisión Serrana,
a community media collective in the Sierra Maestra region, and the third covers ICAIC’s Animation Studio. While these institutions differ in scope and
longevity, bringing them into the foreground presents new understanding of
the interconnections between non-governmental and state institutions as well
as insight into the complex exchanges that maintain international linkages.
The book’s second section – Chapters 4, 5, and 6 – is devoted to three
filmmakers (Juan Carlos Cremata Malberti, Pavel Giroud, and Esteban
Insausti) who established themselves during this period but whose individual
characteristics reveal an extensive landscape of professional experience. The
final section brings together encounters with several other young filmmakers
through the annual Muestra de Nacional de Nuevos Realizadores as well as a
meditation on the importance of the Muestra and other smaller film festivals
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on the island for distributing the work of filmmakers. The epilogue returns
to a broader framework of the challenges of filmmaking in Cuba, putting
ICAIC back into the discussion.
Relying primarily on author interviews, On Location in Cuba makes a
valuable contribution to the study of Cuban cinema. “Street filmmaking,”
Stock demonstrates, has increasingly redefined the cinema experience as
transnational, with new filmmakers building on the formal training they
received at film schools from national and international teachers. Their education thus already embodied the international perspective that later constituted their new outlook (pp. 170-71). The interviews underscore that the
changes respond to a convergence of economic, technological, and industrial
forces. No longer building a cinema of the Revolution, the films look into
personal themes and film genres that have not often been promoted through
ICAIC’s vision.
While the interviews are enlightening, candid, and entertaining, one
wishes that Stock had engaged with them more critically so as to get to a
deeper sense of the tensions that define this media landscape. Since one of
the book’s arguments is that the experience of the filmmakers has brought
them into contact with global forces of filmmaking, the interviews should
speak to the interactions with international partners in greater detail so as to
reveal what makes them adept at making international contacts as well as the
pre-conditions that provide that level of professional access. At international
festivals and events, these young Cuban filmmakers compete with young
and experienced filmmakers from all over the world; reflecting on those
interactions would have enhanced Stock’s argument about the specificity of
transnational exchanges. What does it take to be part of world film culture?
To say that the filmmakers are skilled at using new technologies (email, the
Internet, etc.), while true, glosses over the difficulties involved in negotiating these privileges in Cuba. As has become well known through the Cuban
blogosphere, connecting to the Internet in Cuba is at best slow and at worst
very frustrating. Between electricity blackouts, equipment breakdowns, slow
connection speeds, and other sundry problems, staying connected is no small
feat and presents additional disadvantages and obstacles to maintaining an
international presence.
The emergence of digital tools for networking and filmmaking in Latin
America adds a new dimension in the investigation of the forces of transnational cinematic exchanges. The present study brings together specific personal experiences and institutional histories, teasing out the connections that
contribute to the decentralization of filmmaking in Cuba.
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Cultural anthropologist Ariana Hernandez-Reguant and the nine other contributors to this book undertake a necessary and welcome reflection on the
Special Period in Cuba as an instance of late socialism. Fully aware of discussions surrounding the phenomenon of late socialism as an historical development not unique to Cuba, the ten articles and the introduction engage Cuba’s
changing life and representations during the 1990s in an attempt to answer the
questions posed by late socialism from a specifically Cuban-centered perspective and experience. This specificity is seen as “a defining category of experience” (p. 1) suggested by the question: “Can we speak … of a Special Period
culture?” (p. 3). The partial answers to this broad and crucial question appear
here in the form of serious, scholarly essays that offer important insights,
valuable information, possible provocations, and a very interesting read.
The volume is the product of a conversation initiated at a conference of
the same title organized by Hernandez-Reguant at her home institution, UC
San Diego, in 2005. Drawing on the ideas exchanged during that encounter,
the book is an invitation to ponder, both epistemologically and through various methodologies, on a number of issues directly impacted by the changes
experienced in Cuba and Cuban culture and thought after the fall of the
Soviet bloc. The essays examine the impact of these transformations in a
number of realms: ideology, political economy, market reforms, social stratification, subjectivity, agency, and citizenship, among others.
The contributors are Cubanologists from different disciplines, practices,
and provenances: anthropologists, ethnomusicologists, literary and cultural
critics, film, media, and art scholars from Cuba and abroad. All had firsthand experience of life in Cuba during the 1990s and are current on debates
about Cuba. The topics studied range from literature and religious practices to music, film, and art. In a wide-ranging discussion that bridges the
humanities and the social sciences by considering emerging environments
and representations within a political economy infused with human agency,
the essays integrate textual and aesthetic analysis with studies of production
and consumption of cultural materials. If, as the book reminds us, during
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the Special Period Cuba saw “an explosion of forms of popular culture that
questioned the canonic divide between ‘high’ and ‘low,’ sharply upheld by
socialist cultural policies” (p. 2), then it is only natural that some of the questions posed by these essays include: How can one be Cuban and not be a
revolutionary? What does it mean to be cosmopolitan? How does one juxtapose socialist practices and capitalist landscapes? How can one resolve the
conflict between individual needs and collective responsibilities?
Divided into three sections – “Foreign Commerce,” “Plural Nation,” and
“Transnational Publics” – the book “focuses on the way in which artists,
intellectuals, and various expressive communities operated within a temporal
framework that was critiqued and selectively represented, yet was accepted as
a fact of life” (p. 2). Reflections and critical visions of the changes ushered in
by the Special Period as a social experience in Cuba are captured quite effectively in this book. In tune with the new state of affairs: “the essays in this
collection show multiple positions and consciousness of self and others based
on race, generation, and sexuality, as well as diverse visions of citizenship,
labor, property, community, altruism, and profit, [that has] marked a departure
from an earlier social pressure to express a uniformity of experience” (p. 3).
Exploring this extraordinarily varied and at times controversial production, Esther Whitfield’s “Writing the Special Period” and Jacqueline Loss’s
“Wandering in Russian” discuss works that evidence significant changes in
literary texts that no longer follow the expectations set forth by Fidel Castro’s
directives to artists in the Second Declaration of Havana in 1962. Kenneth
Routon and Kevin M. Delgado study Afro-Cuban religions, their systems
of belief, authenticity, cultural authority, and market value as a commodity exchange in the public sphere in well-researched and revealing essays.
Scarcity entails change, as most of the essays remind us. This is nowhere
more evident than in the production of films in the period under consideration. Cristina Venegas and Lisa Maya Knauer critically address these
changes expressed at times as a search for new meanings and a new relation
toward film production, which includes the visual image as a form of audiovisual remittance. Roberto Zurbano addresses music, especially Cuban Rap,
as a social and cultural movement that not only expresses material deprivation but also a deterioration and subversion of the utopian vision of Cuba’s
revolutionary, emancipatory project. Also discussed is the redefinition of
the notion of identities in excellent and nuanced essays by Laurie Frederik,
Ariana Hernández-Reguant, and internationally renowned Cuban artist
Antonio Eligio Fernández (“Tonel”). Refreshingly, Cubans living abroad are
not excluded from the discussions.
Touted as a multidisciplinary evaluation of the impact of market reforms
in Cuba’s cultural policies and practices after the fall of the Soviet bloc, these
insightful essays shed light on the changes that Cuba’s opening to global
markets of mass culture brought to the cultural field during the so-called
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Special Period in Times of Peace. They also remind us that, as the space for
public expression has increased in Cuba, so have serious interpolations and
dialogues about those changes. This important collection is a valuable contribution to a long overdue and necessary dialogue.

The Cubans of Union City: Immigrants and Exiles in a New Jersey
Community. Yolanda Prieto. Philadelphia PA: Temple University Press,
2009. xviii + 205 pp. (Paper US$ 26.95)
Jorge Duany
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
University of Puerto Rico
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00931-3345
<jduany@gmail.com>

Union City, New Jersey, has been dubbed Cuba’s “northernmost province”
or “Little Santa Clara” because many Cuban exiles from the prerevolutionary province of Las Villas (now Villa Clara) relocated there. Well before
the Cuban Revolution, hundreds of working-class families from the small
towns of Fomento and Placetas sought employment in Union City’s large
manufacturing sector, particularly in the garment industry. After 1959, chain
migration led thousands of political refugees to the area, especially during
the so-called Freedom Flights between 1965 and 1973.
Most of the exiles were white, middle-class, relatively well-educated, and
anti-Communist. By 1970, they had built the second-largest Cuban settlement in the United States (after Miami), in Union City and neighboring West
New York. They quickly established numerous small businesses – notably
restaurants, cafeterias, grocery stores, bakeries, and furniture stores – along
Bergenline Avenue, the main commercial thoroughfare. They also set up
civic organizations, social clubs, schools, religious institutions, and newspapers. In 1986, Robert (Bob) Menéndez was elected the first Cuban mayor
of Union City. By most measures, the area’s Cuban community has thrived
economically and politically.
In 1968, at the age of 21, Yolanda Prieto arrived in Union City with
her family from Camagüey, Cuba. At the time, she would have preferred
to remain in Cuba and contribute to the dialogue between revolutionaries
and Catholics. But her father insisted on keeping the family together and
moving abroad. Like many immigrants, she and her parents became fac-
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tory workers in Union City. She still remembers that an Italian American
coworker ridiculed her foreign accent in English and decried the “Spanish”
invasion of the town (p. 40). Prieto first attended night school, later received
an educational loan from the Cuban Refugee Program to study full-time, and
eventually became a sociologist at Rutgers University. The Cubans of Union
City chronicles her lifelong experiences as both a participant and researcher
of her own community.
The book’s main objective is to analyze the social, economic, political,
and religious integration of Cuban immigrants in Union City. Contemporary
debates about assimilation and transnationalism inform Prieto’s narrative.
Discarding conventional theories of straight-line assimilation, she documents the fact that many Cubans (especially recent arrivals) maintain ties
with their relatives on the island through visits, remittances, telephone calls,
and email. However, “the main difference between Cubans and other groups
is that Cubans cannot participate in their homeland’s political process” (p.
150). An excellent illustration of Cubans’ enduring transnational connections
lies in their Catholic faith. Here Prieto highlights the significance of Pope
John Paul II’s visit to Cuba in 1998, which she witnessed as part of a pilgrimage organized by the New York archdiocese.
Methodologically, the book draws primarily on unstructured interviews
with 102 Cuban Americans in Union City and other New Jersey cities. The
interviews, conducted mainly in Spanish between 1999 and 2008, lasted
between two and three hours each. The participants included community,
religious, business, and political leaders, as well as ordinary Cuban immigrants. Among them were Bob Menéndez, currently a U.S. Senator; Silverio
Rodríguez, a militant of the anti-Castro organization Alpha 66; Dionisio
Villanueva, a spokesperson for the Hispanic Mercantile Federation; Siomara
Sánchez, the president of the Association of Cuban Women of New Jersey;
and Lourdes Gil, a poet and Hispanic literature professor. Throughout the
book, Prieto interweaves her informants’ testimonies and ethnographic
vignettes with analysis of historical trends, census and survey data, and maps.
A fine exemplar of the sociological imagination, Prieto’s account provides
a balanced and sympathetic interpretation of the Cuban diaspora, although
she does not share all of its dominant ideological tenets. She accomplishes
the difficult task of telling the story of Cuban Union City “through the voices
of the protagonists, including my own” (p. xi). But her voice never overburdens the narrative, even when she dissects her subjectivity. For instance, she
claims that “being Cuban gave me a great advantage in studying this community” (p. xiii), while she grants that “it was difficult for me to ascertain the
feelings of other Hispanics toward Cubans precisely because I am Cuban”
(p. 94). Although the text is permeated by a self-reflexive tone, it remains
a well-grounded ethnography. I especially appreciated her insights on the
incorporation of Cuban refugees in Saint Augustine parish, which she joined
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after arriving in Union City, as well as her assessment of the impact of the
papal visit on Cuban Catholics at home and in the diaspora.
Prieto’s work contributes substantially to broadening academic and public discussions about the Cuban exodus, traditionally centered on Miami’s
ethnic enclave. In New Jersey, Cubans tend to be more working class, less
educated, more liberal, and more dispersed than in South Florida (p. 28).
Most of Union City’s Cuban residents arrived during the second wave of
Cuban immigration (1965-1973), which took less affluent persons to the
United States. Since the 1990s, many Cubans have moved away from the
area, mostly to Miami, Bergen County, and other New Jersey suburbs.
Consequently, the city’s Cuban population has waned, while other newcomers have increased their presence, especially Dominicans, Ecuadorans,
Colombians, and Salvadorans.
The Cubans of Union City is an incisive case study of contemporary
immigration and ethnicity in a changing urban landscape. Prieto ably underlines the historical origins of the Cuban exodus, the development of Cuban
businesses and voluntary associations, the labor force participation of Cuban
women, the role of the Catholic Church in sustaining a sense of Cuban identity, and the centrality of political exile for that identity. In the end, she shows
that U.S. immigration policy promoted Cubans’ swift integration into the
host society by providing legal privileges and economic assistance during
the cold war. Unfortunately, few other immigrant groups have received such
a warm welcome in the United States.

Target Culebra: How 743 Islanders Took On the Entire U.S. Navy and Won.
Richard D. Copaken. San Juan: Editorial Universitaria, 2008. 490 pp.
(Paper US$ 29.95)
Jorge Rodríguez Beruff
Social Sciences Department
University of Puerto Rico
Río Piedras, Puerto Rico 00931
<jrb_1947@yahoo.com>

Richard Copaken became a well-known figure in Puerto Rico almost four
decades ago when, as a young lawyer, he began participating in the complex
legal and political efforts that culminated with the U.S. Navy’s exit from the
island of Culebra. He served as attorney for Mayor Ramón Feliciano and
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was friend to the then-senate president, Rafael Hernández Colón, who later
became the governor of Puerto Rico.
Copaken was one of those Americans whose life became deeply intertwined with Puerto Rico and who was inevitably caught up in a relationship
that, as he writes in this book, transcended rational calculation and moved
into the realm of feelings and emotions. Before his death in 2008, at the
request of the governor of Puerto Rico, he became involved in the legal battle
to force the Navy out of Vieques. In Target Culebra, Copaken links the two
islands: “At long last, the saga that began for me in Culebra and ended in
Vieques thirty-three years later finally was over.”1
Copaken’s account mentions numerous people in the United States and
Puerto Rico, dates, documents, legislation, meetings, events, and trips with
meticulous attention to detail. He provides both a record of events and interpretations of them based on his strong, and sometimes controversial, views
on particular incidents.
Copaken’s memoirs about his involvement in the case of Culebra and, in
Puerto Rican politics, constitute a valuable document about the steps taken
between 1970 and 1975 to end all military practice and bring about the Navy’s
exit from the island. But the book may also be read as a broader discussion
about unequal power relations exerted at the time by the U.S. Navy in Puerto
Rico. The dynamics of power portrayed include the actions of congressional
aides, congressmen, law firms, journalists, members of the National Security
Council, congressional committees and subcommittees, universities, secretaries of defense and the navy, and presidential aides, among others.
Target Culebra broadens our understanding of the complex civil-military relations in the United States. It is also a text that reads like a political
and legal thriller, set in the hallways of power in Washington, in a beautiful
Caribbean island besieged by U.S. military bombardment, in la Fortaleza, in
London, and on an island close to Anguilla with the suggestive name of Dog
Island. Writer Joe Trento is right when he comments on the back cover that
“John Grisham is not the only lawyer who can write.”
Copaken’s story has heroes, villains, and people in between. His heroes
include Ramón Feliciano (the astute and principled mayor of Culebra),
Rafael Hernández Colón, and Luis Muñoz Marín, as well as some minor
players such as Luis Negrón López and others on the governor’s staff. His
principal villains are Luis A. Ferré and Roberto Sánchez Vilella, with other
well-known figures such as Teodoro Moscoso, Alex Maldonado, Jaime
Benítez, and José Cabranes in this category as well.
In the end, this hardly nuanced vision of people and events does not
detract from the book – a personal memoir, not an “objective” analysis of the
1. Due to difficulties during the strike at the University of Puerto Rico, it was not possible to provide page numbers for the quotations in this review.
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struggle in Culebra. Unavoidably, Copaken underscores the relevance and
significance of his own actions, expresses his own interpretation of events,
and judges the role of other actors from his own perspective. In the epilogue,
he underscores his work as a way of returning something to the nation (the
United States) that so generously provided him with education and opportunity, declaring that he had fulfilled not only his dreams and aspirations but
those of his parents, honoring their memory.
The history of his family begins in a pogrom in Czarist Russia and then
migration to America. Copaken’s involvement in the Culebra case reflected
the values with which his parents had raised him. And as a Jew, part of a
persecuted minority group, he felt empathy with the situation of Culebrans,
an insignificant minority struggling against a mighty opponent.
The book begins by narrating Copaken’s desperate efforts, as a young
Harvard-trained lawyer assigned to pro bono work on the case, to stop the
U.S. Navy from expropriating a third of the island for air-to-surface missile target practice. It ranges over political agendas of various players, the
elections of 1968 and 1972, U.S. Navy interventions in Culebra politics, and
more. The Navy’s total disregard for civilian authority is well documented in
this book. The Marine Corps tried to subvert Kennedy’s 1961 decision to end
their plans to acquire Culebra. There are many instances in which the Navy
either ignored or attempted to nullify major decisions taken by Congress, the
Department of Defense, or the White House. For Copaken, the case of Culebra
“was beginning to look like a window inadvertedly opened to reveal a silent
military coup by the Admirals that was taking place in the United States without anyone outside the Navy having a clue that this was happening.”
The book also attempts to connect Culebra’s case with the eventual
transfer of U.S. military practice to the island of Vieques. Copaken narrates the steps taken to have the Navy conduct their maneuvers in Monito
and Desecheo, an alternative which was quickly rejected. Another option
for military exercises, Dog Island near Anguilla, also proved unacceptable
to the Navy. (Copaken suggests that Navy officers were reluctant to give
up golfing on Roosevelt Roads!) Copaken knew of the Navy’s preference
for Vieques. He refers to the Popular Democratic Party government platform which promised not to interfere with the military in Vieques. It was
up to Hernández Colón to make sure Elliot Richardson, the Undersecretary
of Defense, knew the difference between these two islands. Did they trade
Culebra for Vieques? Were Puerto Rican leaders aware of the consequences
for the people of Vieques that winning the case for Culebra would have?
Copaken was aware of these implications and tried to justify it, suggesting
that the size of Vieques would lessen the impact. Had he delved deeper into
such actions, he might have needed to rethink the role of “hero” in which he
casts many of the actors in this story.
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The heroic dimensions of the people of Culebra and Vieques who struggled against the military fill the pages of this book. They faced a long battle
against a powerful institution that was completely deaf to their pleas and
fought to keep its favorite target range in the Caribbean.
Before concluding this review, I would note the recent publication of
the memoirs of Ramón Feliciano Encarnación, the mayor of Culebra who
engaged Copaken’s services, La victoria de Monchín: Memoria de la expulsión de la Marina de Culebra (2009). Now we are fortunate to be able to read
the account of two of the main actors in the Culebra saga.
Reference
Feliciano Encarnación, Ramón, 2009. La victoria de Monchín: Memoria de la
expulsión de la Marina de Culebra. San Juan: Fundación la Voz del Centro.
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The last decade has witnessed a remarkable surge of interest in the Haitian
Revolution, particularly among Anglophone scholars. Helping to fuel this
interest was the bicentennial of Haiti’s independence from France, celebrated in 2004 even as political chaos erupted once again in the troubled
nation. The essays collected in The World of the Haitian Revolution were
first presented at a conference commemorating the bicentennial and hosted
by the John Carter Brown Library. A provocative prologue by former Haitian
ambassador to the United States Jean Casimir and a useful epilogue by Robin
Blackburn bookend the volume’s eighteen essays, which are divided into five
chronological sections. Together they provide a rich sample of recent work
on colonial and revolutionary Haiti, and on the revolution’s impact in the
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broader Atlantic world, in a format both accessible to a wide academic audience and of import and interest to specialists.
Several essays offer fresh perspectives on old questions. John Garrigus
and Dominique Rogers, for example, challenge long-held interpretations of
the status of the gens de couleur (free people of color) in the colonial period.
Whereas scholars have traditionally understood segregationist and discriminatory policies toward the gens de couleur as a reaction against free colored
social mobility, Garrigus locates the origin of such policies in official fears
over white creolization instead. Rogers moves in another new direction, providing convincing evidence of the social and economic integration of gens
de couleur with whites, thereby challenging the traditional narrative in which
color prejudice is assumed to have become more rather than less salient in
the pre-revolutionary period. Yves Benot’s essay also belongs in this group,
disrupting the assumption that independence became an objective of insurgent leaders only late in the revolution. His work, presented at the conference in the year before his death, documents that some leaders conceived of
independence as early as 1791, the first year of the slave revolt, and in spite
of their royalist rhetoric.
Other essays reflect the field’s recent turn toward political culture and
the history of representation. For example, Gene Ogle links white colonial
autonomism to the growth of a public sphere in Saint Domingue, one in
which free colonists appealed to public opinion in order to challenge royal
absolutism. In a fascinating analysis of the gendered meanings of emancipation, Elizabeth Colwill examines the often-ignored practice by which
formerly enslaved soldiers of the French Republic could liberate enslaved
women and their children through marriage prior to general emancipation.
French Republican officials argued that fighting for the republic and becoming husbands would “regenerate” formerly enslaved men into masculine,
republican citizens. But revolution and family did not cohere so neatly, as
Colwill demonstrates; war brought with it a “profound dislocation in the
intimate terrain of women’s lives,” especially for enslaved women whose
owners hastily sold them before fleeing the colony.
Laurent Dubois adopts a cultural historical approach in his analysis of
revolutionary violence, which, he argues, cannot be studied apart from the
“politics of representation” in which it occurred. Contemporary European
chroniclers of the Revolution understood well the impact of graphic descriptions of insurgent violence on their readers, while revolutionary leaders considered how the western world would interpret their treatment of whites.
Likewise, Ashli White shows that white creole refugees to the United States
cited the violence of both French and ex-slave armies in order to explain the
origins and success of the revolution. Meanwhile, U.S. whites contrasted the
brutality of slavery in Saint Domingue to their own allegedly more humane
slave system, thereby justifying the latter.
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White’s essay exemplifies one of the strongest themes in the volume: the
revolution’s impact outside of Haiti. João José Reis and Flávio dos Santos
Gomes demonstrate the fear aroused in Brazilian slaveowners and authorities by the memory of the Haitian Revolution in the early nineteenth century,
when “haitianismo” became a generic term to identify unrest by nonwhites.
Yet Ada Ferrer’s sharp analysis of Cuba moves beyond the typical assumption that the revolution caused a generic sense of panic among Atlantic world
slaveowners and vague inspiration in slaves. Local, specific threats of slave
resistance fueled the fear of Cuban planters as much as the memory of the
revolution, she argues, and slaves engaged with news of current Haitian
events as much as they did accounts of the revolution, finding concrete
sources of inspiration in both.
Perhaps most importantly, the volume demonstrates rich opportunities
for new research. Jacques de Cauna offers a glimpse of the remains of Saint
Domingue’s built environment. Haiti, he notes, is a “living museum” of creole plantation society whose architectural heritage is both understudied and
underfunded. Sue Peabody reveals U.S. court records – particularly suits for
freedom by enslaved people – to hold a wealth of primary material for historians interested in both the experiences of nonwhite refugees from Saint
Domingue and the legal history of the Atlantic world. Several other chapters
begin to explore an important yet long-ignored question: the perception and
reception of the Haitian Revolution in France. Malick Ghachem and Jeremy
Popkin address such concerns in separate articles on revolutionary politics,
while Alyssa Sepinwall and Léon-François Hoffman examine the place of the
Revolution in nineteenth- and twentieth-century French history and literature.
Readers can come away from this volume reassured that the Haitian
Revolution is finally receiving the attention it deserves from scholars across
fields and around the globe. However, one is still left with a nagging discomfort provoked by the knowledge that so few Haitian voices are involved in
this international conversation, and that the attention tends not to benefit the
Haitian people directly. Blackburn briefly addresses these issues, proposing that the international community of scholars commit itself to supporting
Haitian efforts at historic preservation, a need made clear by de Cauna’s
essay. Given all that Haiti’s past has taught us, it seems the least we can do.
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The journalist Bernard Diederich, best known for Papa Doc: The Truth About
Haiti Today, has written a new book chronicling the founding and reporting
of his newsweekly, Haiti Sun, during the 1950s. Published in English, Haiti
Sun had a limited audience. Diederich’s connections to the foreign (especially American) press gave him, however, significant journalistic influence.
Moreover, by covering glamorous social events and the lifestyle of the rich
and famous, the Haiti Sun attracted the attention of the elite and expatriate
community. The paper did not just highlight frivolities of the well-off; it
also featured a column entitled Personality of the Week that recognized “persons, big and small who had made a contribution to the Republic or made
news that week” (p. 91). In addition, the Haiti Sun prided itself on defending
free speech and being politically independent. This generated the occasional
harassment and threat from the government, culminating in the Sun’s forced
closure by Papa Doc Duvalier in 1963.
Bon Papa: Haiti’s Golden Years covers mostly the 1950s, the period
which was dominated by the presidency of General Paul Magloire and which
Diederich describes as a “magical time” (p. 9) in Haiti’s history. The country
seemed to be poised to “take off.” It was relatively prosperous and peaceful with the capacity to attract foreign investments, tourism, and celebrities.
This is not to say that Haiti’s so-called “golden years” had no major flaws
or problems. In fact, Diederich recognizes the great material and cultural
chasm between the rural majority and the small well-off urban minority. He
acknowledges not only the divisions of color and class that plagued Haitian
society, but also the caudillismo of Magloire’s authoritarian rule. These
“golden years” therefore had severe limitations, but they compare well to the
ensuing five decades of persistent crisis and decay which are in Diederich’s
view a story of “man’s inhumanity to man” (p. 10).
Paradoxically, this story of man’s inhumanity to man was rooted in
Magloire’s own failings and determination to remain in power illegally for
the longue durée. In May 1950 Magloire himself headed a three-member
military junta that overthrew then-President Dumarsais Estimé for seeking
to keep his position beyond the limits of his term. Magloire suffered the
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same fate for similar sins when he was forced into exile in December 1956.
As Diederich explains, “It was that old and seemingly endemic malady of
Haitian chiefs of state, endeavoring to prolong their sojourn in the National
Palace, which had inflamed passions once again” (p. 205). Indeed, historically, Haitian politics has been characterized by the recurring emergence of
charismatic leaders with seemingly good intentions who inevitably descend
into a personal quest for unlimited power and life-presidencies. Magloire’s
excesses were therefore not an exception, but rather the typical follies of
Haitian rulers.
Similarly, when Magloire decided that he had to ascend to the presidency
he engineered his own election by funding his opposition and maneuvering
to run as the candidate of a party that he would ultimately ban! The election of October 1950 constituted “Haiti’s first popular vote for president.”
Previously, presidents had been selected by the legislature, but now all adult
males were allowed to vote. In reality, the election was in Diederich’s words
a “ritual” and the outcome was predetermined. Magloire won unsurprisingly
an overwhelming majority, gaining 25,679 votes, with his opponent, Fenelon
Alphonse receiving an insignificant 7. While the introduction of universal
suffrage for males was a small positive step in democratizing Haitian politics, it did little to shake the privileged power structure. Magloire’s election
ultimately depended on the tacit agreement and support of this power structure. As Diederich puts it: “Magloire had the backing of the forces that mattered in Haitian politics: the Army, U.S. embassy, Roman Catholic Church
local hierarchy, Haiti’s economic elite, and even Haiti’s neighbor Dictator
Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo. However, the majority of Haitians remained
spectators of their fate” (p. 33).
In spite of the social and material marginalization of most Haitians,
Diederich maintains that the country was not “rife with poverty and other
forms of deprivation,” but rather was “alive and vibrant” (p. 28) in 1950.
Haiti was full of promise as Magloire’s image as a “Bon Papa” taking care
of the poor and feasting with the well-off gave the impression that he could
bridge the divide between class and color and bring about social reconciliation. Magloire, however, was the typical presidential monarch whose paternalism ingratiated him with the masses so long as he delivered to them a
modicum of welfare. Not surprisingly, they sang:
He gives us jobs and money – oh! oh! oh!
He can stay in the palace as long as he wants! (p. 126)

Once Magloire turned into an authoritarian leader presiding over an increasingly corrupt administration his “love affair” with Haitians ended abruptly.
Alienating both the power structure and the average Haitian, Magloire like
many of his predecessors and successors was compelled to fly into exile.
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Haitian history was repeating itself, only this time the descent into dictatorship would be more precipitous and devastating than in earlier periods.
Magloire’s travails created the conditions for the tyrannical rule of François
Duvalier. To this extent Diederich’s chronicling of the Magloire period is full
of a nostalgia that belies the increasing social tensions and contradictions that
Diederich himself exposes. It is true that there was a veneer of seemingly
tranquil times which allowed for the gilded life of the elite, but underneath it
all were forces that would exploit these tensions and contradictions to mount
a despotic challenge to the existing power structure.
Bon Papa: Haiti’s Golden Years is not an academic book. It is, however, an
easy and informative read that describes with Panglossian lenses the Haiti of
the 1950s prior to Duvalier’s ascendancy. It is clear that Diederich, who hails
from New Zealand, has an abiding love for Haiti’s culture, people, and history.
It is unfortunate, however, that the book has neither bibliography nor index.
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Bernard Diederich saw 1959 in a way few others have. As Caribbean foreign correspondent at large, he covered Fidel Castro’s victory over Cuban
dictator Fulgencio Batista firsthand; as journalist and publisher of the Haiti
Sun newspaper, he also bore witness to the havoc it caused in Cuba’s closest neighbor. 1959 recounts the events of this “Caribbean Cold War” and
the lengths to which Haitian despot François “Papa Doc” Duvalier went to
safeguard his power. Diederich supplements this otherwise personal memoir
with ample excerpts from the Haiti Sun, the country’s first English-language
weekly and beneficiary of “more leeway as it was seen as an instrument in
the promotion of tourism.” He concludes with a nostalgic sketch of Haiti’s
sacred Saut d’Eau (p. 119).
Diederich begins describing the “brewing regional war of political ideologies” launched by the events of 26 July 1953, when Castro and others
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attacked the Moncada Barracks in Santiago (p. 13). Carlos Prío Socarrás, the
Cuban ex-president turned arms dealer and Castro financier, was providing
Duvalier with “terrorism expertise” on the condition that Haiti be a silent
partner in the upcoming revolt. But Papa Doc, always the opportunist, had
also accepted money from Batista, and “reneged on his promise to Prío,”
double-crossing the rebels, who were now in command (pp. 21-22). Eager to
save face, Papa Doc took the advice of future ambassador Antonio Rodríguez
Echazábel, and released eight fidelistas held for murdering a Haitian tour-boat
captain. Diederich accompanied them to Cuba in a Haitian Air Force C-47,
along with a token gift of medicine. During his five days in Cuba, Diederich
interviewed legendary barbudos Manuel Piñeiro, Camilo Cienfuegos, and the
Castro brothers themselves. On return to Haiti, his experiences in Cuba were
also the subject of a lengthy “impersonal chat” with Duvalier (p. 36).
“The Castro effect” forced Duvalier to placate the Communist threat until
he could make arrangements of his own, ultimately turning him into a dangerously paranoid dictator with unwavering American support (p. 39). Papa
Doc’s dirty war overtly began January 9, when the manager of Port-au-Prince’s
International Casino vanished amid a scandal that, we learn, was cooked up
by Duvalier henchmen Clément Barbot and Herbert “Ti-Barb” Morrison in
a bid to commandeer the establishment. Meanwhile, Cuba became a hotbed
for anti-Duvalier hopefuls; on February 24, exiled politician Louis Déjoie
started incendiary broadcasts on Havana’s Radio Progresso and, together with
ex-Col. Pierre Armand, Major Maurepas Auguste, and ex-President Daniel
Fignolé, launched the Haitian Revolutionary Front, which, despite the guidance of Che Guevara, would later implode from infighting. And in spite of
Duvalier’s growing war of attrition against his own people, which brought
famine, particularly to the regions of Jean-Rabel and Bombardopolis, U.S.
officials threw $6 million into the Haitian budget in March alone – “it was a
time when anti-Communist ideology excused many sins” (p. 76). Diederich’s
best writing is found in the sections narrating the events before late June,
when L’Etat bullied the Haiti Sun into a five-month “forced eclipse,” including the April 7 hijacking of a DC-3, Duvalier’s brush with death on May 24,
and the pro-Déjoie coup attempt in Jacmel on June 12 (p. 115).
Diederich took up with foreign media during the hiatus and continued
reporting domestic affairs in Haiti, specifically what would be the last invasion effort by Haitian exiles before Papa Doc broke all diplomatic ties with
Cuba on August 22. He also covered the saber-rattlings between Rafael
Trujillo’s Dominican Republic and Castro’s Cuba, detailing “one of the most
incredible geopolitical plot-counterplots in Caribbean history,” the midAugust faux invasion orchestrated by Castro’s frontman William Morgan
(p. 159). Escalating tensions between the Catholic Church and Duvalier also
came to a head in mid-August, when Papa Doc expelled several prominent
priests, namely Etienne Grienenberger and Joseph Marrec, over Communist
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allegations. August 18, just days after the outrage, Clément Barbot and the
tontons makouts terrorized hundreds of mourners in Port-au-Prince’s cathedral, again alleging a Communist plot: “Such charges worked time and again
for Duvalier since Cold War ideology was the main concern of the day in
Washington” (pp. 172-73).
Diederich’s political drama then shifts to the social events that took place
in Haiti once the Sun returned to print on November 8, including the arrival
of notable tourists (an incognito Marlon Brando, French actress Martine
Carol, and others) and the U.S. Marine Corps birthday celebration thrown
by Col. Robert Heinl. He also recounts economic- and business-related news
regarding foreign investments. The book’s closing chapters then move from
melodrama – a vivid story about pilgrimages to the Saut d’Eau sprinkled with
Diederich’s personal musings about Vodou lwa – to confessional, revealing
his romantic tryst with vacationing actress Anne Bancroft and the sticky situation with an old flame that ended it.
Diederich writes with an old-school journalistic savvy that makes the brutal history of the early Duvalier era at least mildly bearable. While Diederich
raises the specter of the “Caribbean Cold War,” which is both implied in the
subtitle and scattered throughout the book, he tends to focus narrowly on the
Haitian side of things. The lack of both reference materials and index is frustrating, and the low-quality, pixilated images are regrettable. Despite these
blemishes, 1959 is a recommendable year-in-review for those interested in
the details of Duvalier’s megalomania or the false-starts of what could have
been, fitting somewhere between Herbert Gold’s travelogue, Best Nightmare
on Earth (1991), and the Heinls’s history, Written in Blood (1978).
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When this collection of essays by prominent Dominican scholars was first
published in Spanish almost three decades ago, the Dominican Republic was
experiencing an exciting period of political democratization spearheaded
by the then-center-leftist Dominican Revolutionary Party, voted into government after the twelve years of the Reformist Party’s right-wing regime.
Within that context, the book brought to the fore of public discussion what,
for the country’s traditional ambience, was a new, less Eurocentric and more
multicultural and multiracial view of Dominicanness.
Consisting of seven chapters and a brief commentary, the book discusses
important aspects of Dominican cultural identity. Chronologically, it covers the
entire span of the formation of Dominican society and culture, including the
legacies of the Taíno Amerindians, the Spanish colonizers, and the enslaved
Africans, as well as the cultural impact of more recent waves of immigrants into
Dominican society: Jews, Chinese, Arabs, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, Haitians,
Anglo-Caribbeans, and twentieth-century Spaniards. Prior to its publication,
most writings about Dominican culture privileged the old-time Hispanocentric,
Catholicism-centered, anti-African, anti-black, and anti-Haitian views upheld
by the most conservative elements of Dominican society.
Bernardo Vega’s chapter on the Taíno heritage, which opens the book,
is a detailed description of the agriculture, foodstuffs, arts and crafts, settlement concentrations, religion, music, and vocabulary of the pre-Columbian
Indians that have survived or made their way into contemporary Dominican
national culture.
In this chapter – “Commentary” – Dominican anthropologist-archaelogist
Marcio Veloz Maggiolo supplements Vega’s analysis, expanding on some
aspects of Taíno agriculture, and pointing to the need for studies that try to
identify the ways in which elements of this culture, while surviving, evolved
with a changing historical context, shifting in their meaning or social application.
For Carlos Dobal the Spaniards had the largest influence on Dominican
culture, permeating also the temperament and the way in which Dominicans
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see the world and the things in it. Institutions like the cabildos or town councils
were seeds of democracy and the cofradías or religious associations allowed
African slaves to preserve their identity and self-realization. Dominicans have
also inherited from the Spaniards a system of values that includes positive
traits such as the courage and honor of Dominican patriots, and negative ones,
like the pessimism found among some prominent Dominican thinkers.
Carlos Esteban Deive warns about the challenges of disaggregating the
discrete ethnic heritages from the hybrid mix that makes up Dominican
culture. He challenges the paternalistic view that slavery in the Dominican
Republic was less brutal and violent than that of other colonies, documenting
cases of prejudice in legislation concerning blacks, in marriage practices that
emphasized the preference for “purity” or whiteness, and in descriptions of
subordination of blacks in their interactions with whites.
Rubén Silié deals with the development of a Dominican creole culture.
He examines the coexistence and interactions, especially from the eighteenth
century onwards, among the numerically dominant ethnicities and racial
groups of Santo Domingo. The isolation the colony experienced, he argues,
generated a creole culture dominated by Spanish and African components
that is shared and practiced by most Dominicans of all racial ancestries. Yet
this creole culture, he observes, shows a lack of identity, or a lack of selfunderstanding that is fully inclusive and equally appreciative of all of its
racial/ethnic components.
José del Castillo describes the impact of immigrants in Dominican society since the second half of the nineteenth century – entrepreneurs and merchants from Cuba, Puerto Rico, the United States, and Western Europe, and
technicians, skilled workers, and field-hands coming for the most part from
the non-Spanish speaking Caribbean islands and Haiti. They all moved to the
country to invest or work in the then-nascent sugarcane industrial production
that later became the number one source of income for Dominican society.
Frank Moya Pons offers an overview of the modernization that took place
from the early twentieth century on, pointing out both its benefits and detriments for Dominican society. In his view, socioeconomic changes in the
country were closely associated with alterations in the international world
during the period. Events ranging from the world wars, the realignment of
capital, and the U.S. invasion-occupation in 1916-24 to the penetration of
global political ideologies, the development of tourism, and the massive emigration process by more than a million Dominicans all transformed collective behavior in the country
Unfortunately, very few people in the Dominican Republic have taken on
the challenges that this book introduced three decades ago, and relatively few
writings have been published since then on these topics. This English version, a verbatim translation of the three-decades-old Spanish original, does
not offer any update of the authors’ initial contributions. For those interested
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in the quasi-neglected field of Dominican cultural studies, though, it is a useful tool, a preliminary road-map of the issues that have been dealt with by
Dominican scholars as well as the many that remain to be studied and which
have direct or indirect cultural implications, such as the value of the cultural
and racial African heritage in everyday contemporary Dominican culture,
the different manifestations of resistance emanating from the marginalized cultural groups, attention to social class extraction in the integration of
immigrants into Dominican society, or differences between the experience of
immigrants in general and that of native Dominicans.

Chanting Down the New Jerusalem: Calypso, Christianity, and Capitalism in
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Press, 2009. xiv + 255 pp. (Paper US$ 19.95)
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New London CT 06320, U.S.A.
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In Chanting Down the New Jerusalem, Francio Guadeloupe argues that the
multiethnic society of St. Martin is characterized by its residents’ strong sense
of belonging, which transcends racial, ethnic, religious, class, and national
differences. This sense of inclusion is due to the necessity “to remain one
happy island” (p. 7) for the development of tourism. The title of the book
is borrowed from Mama Pearl, a popular Rasta disc jockey who calls Sint
Maarteners to join him “chanting down a New Jerusalem ... [a] world where
people belonging to different faiths and ethnicities would be able to live a
dignified life” (p. 9). The book argues that radio disc jockeys are instrumental in promoting a sense of unity. They broadcast musical programs that
create a politics of belonging by spreading Christianity-based moral values
such as solidarity and tolerance toward the Other. To quote DJ Fernando
Clarke, calypso and Christianity are “the two vitamin Cs for successful living” (p. 223). Calypso embodies all the contradictions of the tourist “money
tie system” which is the only source of income in St. Martin, while Christian
rhetoric reminds Sint Maarteners that if they want the system to survive,
the need to be tolerant and welcoming toward migrants and newcomers is
inescapable.
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St. Martin is a decidedly multiethnic society composed mainly of migrants
and French and Dutch nationals born outside the island. One hundred nationalities are listed in the French and Dutch censuses. In 1999, the year of the
last census of the entire population of the French side, French of metropolitan origin or from Guadeloupe constituted just over 65 percent of the total
population, with those said to be originally from Saint Martin estimated at 15
percent of it. In 2001, the Dutch population originally from the Netherlands,
the federation of the Netherlands Antilles, or born on Sint Maarten was 50.6
percent. Native-born Sint Maarteners account for 30.5 percent of the population and the foreign-born population on Sint Maarten constitutes nearly 50
percent of its population.
In his analysis of Christianity as a metalanguage used by three disc jockeys to promote unity and inclusion of all residents despite ethnic, age, gender,
and class affiliations, Francio Guadeloupe offers a rose-colored understanding of racial relations in St. Martin which is contradicted in many ways by
the economic, political, and legal situations of undocumented migrants, who
constitute between 40 and 80 percent of the immigrants living on the French
side and roughly 50 percent of those on the Dutch side. Since the election
of President Sarkozy, French immigration policies have been particularly
restrictive to migrants both in the metropole and the overseas departments,
and numerous laws have been passed lately by the French parliament to facilitate deportations in the metropolis. Actually these laws and new deportation
techniques had been passed and tested out in the 1990s in Saint Martin and
French Guiana. Hurricane Luis, which in September 1995 left the island in
ruins, presented the French and Dutch states with the opportunity to raze the
shanty towns of the island and increase the number of deportations.
One could argue that deportations and precarious legal situations are
triggered by governments and do not reflect local people’s attitudes toward
migrants. However, if one reads Chanting Down the New Jerusalem between
the lines, it becomes clear that Sint Maarteners (whether native-born or documented newcomers) are not particularly welcoming to undocumented foreigners. The negative public reaction to DJ Cimarron’s activism in favor of
children of undocumented parents resulted in the cancellation of his show
after just three broadcasts.
Could not the politics of belonging developed by radio disc jockeys be
analyzed as a defense mechanism to deal with the situation of terror in which
undocumented workers live? Francio Guadeloupe qualifies the events that
led to the touristic development of St. Martin as a “series of fortunate local
events” (p. 16), but one could also argue that they are what transformed the
“friendly island” of the 1980s into the racial nightmare of the 1990s and
subsequent years.
Chanting Down the New Jerusalem is an original contribution to the
study of Caribbean religions as it provides in-depth analysis of three radio
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DJ shows that broadcast an encompassing ecumenical religious Christianity
in an effort to cement a demographically diverse society. Above all, it is
one of too few anthropological studies of this very small binational multiethnic island which, in many respects, challenges anthropological theory in
the study of politics of inclusion and politics of exclusion to an extent not
reached anywhere else in the Lesser Antilles.

Once Jews: Stories of Caribbean Sephardim. Josette Capriles Goldish.
Princeton NJ: Markus Wiener, 2008. xvi + 334 pp. (Paper US$ 34.95)
Aviva Ben-Ur
Department of Judaic and Near Eastern Studies
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Amherst MA 01003-3935, U.S.A.
<aben-ur@judnea.umass.edu>

As suggested by its subtitle, Josette Capriles Goldish’s Once Jews qualifies
neither as history nor sociology, though it flirts with both. Goldish trains her
focus on elite Sephardic Jews of Curaçao and their nineteenth-century migrations to four sites in the Caribbean (St. Thomas, Coro, Santo Domingo, and
Barranquilla), weaving in casual interviews with present-day descendants,
most of whom are no longer Jews, at least in terms of religious affiliation.
Leisure reading of contemporary Caribbean historical fiction, including a
novel by Julia Alvarez, inspired Goldish, a former business and financial consultant, to delve into the genealogy, demography, and what she views as the
triumphant past of some of these prominent families. Besides overcoming antiSemitism and economic adversity, the theme that most preoccupies her is what
led to the eventual and almost complete demise of these transplanted Jewish
communities through assimilation to broader Caribbean Christian cultures.
The approach of Once Jews is pronouncedly filiopietistic, framed by both
traditional Jewish values and dated models of historiography. These nineteenthcentury Sephardim represent, in Goldish’s words, “the quest for Tikkun Olam”
(a rabbinical concept roughly understood as bettering the world, p. xv), while
Hannah Piza of St. Thomas, who at one point became the breadwinner of her
prodigious family, is described as a “woman of valor” (a reference to Proverbs
31, p. 23). Implicitly, these Sephardim are noteworthy because they represent
“history from the top,” financially successful (mostly male) Jews, many of
whom left a public imprint on broader civic culture. A number of streets in
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downtown Santo Domingo, Goldish informs us, are named after Curaçaoan
Sephardim, “reflecting their contributions to multiple aspects of life” (p. 137).
Goldish is in “awe” of Jacob Cortissoz, who “pulled himself up by his bootstraps” in Barranquilla, and of his son Ernesto, “as enterprising and successful
as his father,” and among “the beautiful people of Barranquilla at the turn of
the century” (pp. 213, 214). This hagiographic narrative holds great appeal for
family members and synagogue congregations, but for contemporary scholars
Goldish’s rich materials point beyond some of her assumptions.
Throughout, Goldish’s quest for the causes that accelerated or inhibited
the assimilation of Caribbean Sephardim dichotomizes the region into Jewish/
gentile counterparts, resulting in an almost complete erasure of race and
racial identity. This is certainly an inappropriate model for the multi-ethnic
Caribbean, where peoples of African origin formed the majority of the general
population. This dichotomy also sidelines the slave trade, which made possible many of the “contributions” Goldish highlights. The horrific details of
this trade and the institution of slavery, moreover, are completely subsumed in
the narrative of Sephardic triumph over adversity. Jacob Senior, alias Captain
Philippe Henriques, was “a daring slave trader” (p. 64) between Curaçao and
Cartagena who appears among a series of Sephardim praised for exploiting
commercial potential in South America. Jeudah Senior of Coro, an owner of
coffee and sugar plantations, is described as an “aggressive businessman” with
an “enterprising spirit” who tapped into the “exciting ... opportunities” of Coro,
becoming “the highest taxpayer in town” (pp. 71, 79). When anti-Semitism
drove him and his extended family back to their native Curaçao, they (168
in number) collectively carried away 88 enslaved men, women, and children,
but not before contributing “greatly to Coro’s economy” (p. 89). One wonders
how Once Jews would have read had Goldish consulted with Afro-Caribbean
informants aware of their Sephardic ancestry, as did Curaçaoan specialists Eva
Abraham-Van der Mark (1993) and Alan Benjamin (2002).
That said, Once Jews does offer some innovative material, particularly
the oral interviews she conducted with scions of Curaçaoan Sephardim.
With fluent reading or speaking knowledge of Spanish, Portuguese, and
Papiamentu, and herself a descendant of this diasporic elite, Goldish gained
easy and friendly access to her subjects as well as to private and municipal
archives. The findings from these interviews consistently point to contemporary Sephardic Jewish identity as ancestral, ethnic, or racial, as opposed to
religious. No quote better encapsulates this self-ascription than the exclamation of one Catholic descendant of Curaçaoan Sephardim: “Soy católica ...
pero soy judía!” (p. 161). Goldish also relates that her Catholic informants in
Barranquilla “often attribute their commercial success to their Jewish ancestry” (p. 215). Yet, she resists these fascinating findings and their implications, instead emphasizing synagogue and ritual as barometers of Jewishness
and Jewish continuity. One wonders if the racialized sense of Jewishness
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is specific to Sephardim, who cultivated an age-old nobility myth tied to
both the ancient kingdom of Judah and the Iberian Peninsula (as opposed to
Ashkenazic Jews who developed no such self-glorification). Moreover, to
what extent is this intense pride an affirmation of the whiteness of Sephardic
Jews, and therefore of the informants themselves?
Finally, one senses that Goldish has stumbled upon a goldmine of historical documents unknown and perhaps largely inaccessible to most researchers.
These include unpublished genealogies, family histories, and scrapbooks she
seems to have obtained from living descendants. (The footnotes – perhaps
intentionally – obfuscate the precise whereabouts of some of these documents.) At its best, Once Jews is evidence that some of the richest historical
and sociological sources for the Jewish Caribbean are in the hands and mouths
of its Sephardic descendants. As with Jewish history in general, the challenge
for Caribbean Jewish Studies is to demonstrate relevance beyond itself.
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In 1973, the year of Elma Napier’s death, Alec Waugh published his final
novel, The Fatal Gift, which tells the story of an Englishman unable to leave
the island of Dominica, having become entangled in the invisible twine of
its beauty. Elma Napier would have recognized the sentiment. When she and
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her husband Lennox first saw Dominica in the winter of 1931 “we fell in love
at first sight, an infatuation without tangible rhyme or reason, yet no more
irrational than any other falling in love” (p. 8). Black and White Sands tells
the story of that love affair.
Although now forgotten, Elma Napier was in her day a significant writer
and a pioneering political figure. She published two memoirs, a collection
of travel writing, and two novels (one of which, A Flying Fish Whispered
[1938] has just been re-issued by Peepal Tree Press), and wrote for a number
of journals and newspapers, including Bim and The Manchester Guardian. In
1940 she became the first woman to be elected to any British Caribbean legis
lature, serving as representative for the North Eastern District of Dominica
for some eleven years in total. Black and White Sands was written in 1962
but never published. Rescued by the small but invaluable Papillote Press, it
now appears in a handsome edition.
Elma Napier is perhaps best seen as belonging to a very particular British
generation. She is an almost exact contemporary of Sylvia Townsend Warner,
Gerald Brenan, Sacheverel Sitwell, and Naomi Mitchison, as well as of Alec
Waugh, all writers who – despite their different social backgrounds – grew
up in a world dislocated by the Great War, scattering them to the four corners
of the earth. An early marriage had taken Elma from her wealthy Scottish
home to an Australian sheep station. In Honolulu she met Lennox Napier.
After her divorce, they married in 1924, discovered Dominica on a cruise in
1931, and moved there permanently the following year. They undoubtedly
lived a life of privilege, but in choosing to build their house in Calibishie,
on the wild northeast coast of the island, they firmly separated themselves
from the horizons of the small group of white settlers and colonial officials in
Roseau, the capital. When Lennox died in 1940, Elma Napier stayed in their
house, Pointe Baptiste, hosting visitors such as Somerset Maugham, Noel
Coward, and Patrick Leigh Fermor, who painted a memorable picture of the
house and its owner in The Traveller’s Tree: “this house, in its remote and
forested mountains, was the result of half a lifetime of active pursuits – literature, politics, family, distant journeys and of a compendious and exhaustive range of interests” (Fermor 1984:106).
The Napiers’ arrival in Dominica coincided with a moment of political
unrest: the legislative council had resigned en bloc in a dispute about taxation and the administrator had failed to persuade any of the local worthies
to accept nomination. When two finally did, the house of one was burned
to the ground. Elma Napier tells this story without names attached, but the
property destroyed was Mitcham House at Geneva, owned by the Lockhart
family, and which Jean Rhys would celebrate as Coulibri in Wide Sargasso
Sea. Lennox made the acquaintance of two of the intransigent politicians –
one of whom may have been an “outside” relative of Rhys’s – and took up
the case with the Colonial Office, giving himself great kudos on the island,
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which resulted in him being elected unopposed for the North Eastern district
in 1937, a position his wife was asked to take up after his death. Rhys and her
husband, Leslie Tilden Smith, had lunch with the Napiers on her one return
to Dominica in 1936. A letter of Rhys’s sketches a sharp portrait of Elma:
“The Calibishie lady is by way of being literary… (Tomahawk in hand, smile
on face)” (Rhys 1985:29). Elma Napier apparently always said she could
never remember Rhys’s visit, which is so much classier as a put-down.
Black and White Sands is a beautifully written memoir: the prose sparkles, the anecdotes are lively, the descriptions capture a natural world of
wonderful richness and variety. There is a long account of getting to know
Dominica and there are some thoughtful pictures of its social and political
worlds in the three decades before West Indian independence. Where Black
and White Sands scores above even the best travel books, such as Leigh
Fermor’s The Traveller’s Tree or Alec Waugh’s Hot Countries, is that it’s
based on the kind of deep knowledge of a place that is only acquired slowly:
Elma Napier had lived in Calibishie for thirty years when she sat down to
write this book. So the 70-year old Elma Napier looks back on a love affair
which once swept her off her feet and which in 1962 was still providing the
deep satisfactions – and occasional frustrations – of a long and happy marriage. Few books ever written give a better sense of what Elma Napier calls
Dominica’s “mysterious charm” (p. 11), a charm which has continued to
entangle many visitors in its sweet embrace.
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The relationship between the abolition of the slave trade and the profitability
and long-term viability of West Indian plantations is one of the oldest and most
contentious debates in Caribbean historiography. It is not dead yet. The “decline
thesis,” most fully articulated by Lowell Ragatz (1928) and Eric Williams
(1944), tried to connect the fall of the sugar industry to abolition. Advocates
identified several key causes, including the disruptions in trade accompanying
the American Revolution, the glutting of the market that came with the acquisition of the ceded islands in 1763, exhausted soils, and an overall unwillingness
on the part of planters to adapt. In recent decades, the supposed decline of the
sugar industry and its connection to abolition has, in successive studies, been
scrutinized and cast aside.1 Recent historiography depicts planters as adaptive
and innovative in response to changing market conditions. Scholars now paint
a picture of a sugar industry that rebounded after the American Revolution,
an industry that would have continued to expand without abolition. Even the
oldest and smallest sugar islands, such as Barbados, appear to have been undergoing a renaissance in production at the end of the eighteenth century and the
consensus among scholars would now be that the ending of the slave trade
destroyed the West Indian economy rather than the other way around.
With his first book West Indian Slavery and British Abolition, 1787-1807,
David Beck Ryden resurrects the decline thesis. Ryden sees Williams’s narrative of decline as essentially sound. Yet he also melds the recent scholarly
emphasis on planters’ adaptive nature and the productivity gains on sugar
plantations with the main tenets of the decline thesis. Unlike Williams and a
generation of older scholars, Ryden is careful to observe that nothing inherent in slavery as a system made its decline inevitable. For him, productivity
gains helped to enable overproduction. He ultimately attributes the decision
to end the slave trade to the glutted sugar market that accompanied planters’
“speculative mania” (p. 18). Given the market collapse that came with the
credit and housing bubble in recent years, his argument is timely. Overzealous
1.

Drescher 1977, Eltis 1987, McCusker 1997, Ward 1988.
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sugar production, he maintains, peaked with the high prices of 1790s after
the revolt in St. Domingue. Ryden argues that the planter elite, particularly
Jamaican proprietors, had enough political clout in London to gain market protection and ensure high profits in the mid-eighteenth century. Their
diminishing power in the metropole, the rising cost of provisions following
the American Revolution, and the increasing competition from foreign sugar
producers combined with overproduction to weaken both the economy and
the West Indian lobby. Ryden also incorporates the recent historiographical
emphasis on slave agency into his reinterpretation by arguing that the costs
of controlling slaves and the risks in sugar production rose during the age of
abolition as slaves sensed a weakness in their masters’ power and solidarity,
further threatening the sugar industry. All of these factors together, he argues,
made abolition politically and economically expedient.
There are few flaws in this thoroughly researched and detailed book, and
for the most part they amount to ambitious exaggerations or generalizations.
Although Ryden claims to treat the British West Indies as a whole, his evidence is almost exclusively Jamaican. He defends his conflation of Jamaica
with the West Indies by insisting that it was by far the most important of
the sugar islands and that its planters had disproportionate political power.
Unfortunately, his work encourages a tendency in what is still an underdeveloped historiography to see the sugar industry in the islands as a monolithic entity – overlooking important differences among the islands. Jamaican
planters, for example struggled with the costs of maintaining a sufficient
labor force for their brutal labor regime. In contrast, by the age of abolition,
Barbadian planters had naturally reproducing slave populations. There is also
a tendency in Ryden’s work and throughout much of the debate about the preemancipation West Indian economy to make the sugar industry stand in for the
region’s economy as a whole, overlooking the diversified production of the
late eighteenth-century circum-Caribbean. The West Indies is a fertile zone
and planters who found sugar less viable could and did continue to use forced
labor in other productive agricultural activities, sometimes juggling multiple
cash crops. As a factor in declining profitability, Ryden stresses the rising
costs of plantation provisions that accompanied the disruption of trade with
the mainland colonies, the expansion of the sugar industry, and the increased
competition for resources. Yet Ryden does not sufficiently acknowledge that
along with diversifying their cash crops and producing more refined sugars,
planters could maintain profit margins by growing provisions on their estates.
Overall, this book is a testament to Ryden’s expertise in economic analysis and to his thorough archival research in the United Kingdom, the United
States, and Jamaica. He has done more extensive work with Jamaican crop
accounts than any previous historian, which enables him to offer the most
detailed evidence in the literature on sugar production levels in Jamaica.
Likewise, his careful interpretation of the records of the London Society of
West-India Planters and Merchants allow him to make new contributions to
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our understanding of the power of the West Indian interest in the metropole
and the extent to which Jamaicans dominated that political lobby. The appendix offers specialists a wealth of important new data and estimates, drawn
from Jamaican records, on sugar container sizes and prices and on population
statistics for slaves. Ryden has made the strongest case for the decline thesis
in decades, reawakening a debate that most had thought had been put to rest.
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Melanie Newton has written an impressive work that seeks to unravel the
changing roles of free people of color in Barbados from about 1790 to 1860, a
period that includes the transition from slavery to emancipation in the British
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Caribbean. At the heart of the book she tries to chart the changing political consciousness of free people of color in Barbados during a tumultuous
time. What impact did the abolition of slavery have on the expectations and
experiences of free people of color? How did amelioration and emancipation
affect their interactions with former slaves, with whites, and with each other?
Newton reexamines the free people of color in the age of emancipation, earlier explored by Jerome Handler in The Unappropriated People (1974). She
asserts that free people of color “were an integral part of the social structure,
and crucially shaped conceptions of freedom and slavery in the island. Their
presence challenged the planter-state’s efforts to clearly delineate boundaries
between free and slave and white and nonwhite” (p. 6).
Part One of this well-researched book, which draws on rich primary
material, covers the period from the revolutionary 1790s to the beginning of
the apprenticeship period in 1834. Part Two focuses on the four years of the
apprenticeship experiment until “full freedom” in 1838. Part Three advances
into the postemancipation era, looking at the limits of freedom. Finally, an
Epilogue makes links between history and the present in a section entitled
“The Living Past.” Newton encourages readers to think about how histories
of slavery and emancipation are used in the contemporary Caribbean.
In the early chapters of the book we learn a lot about the slave state in
Barbados, where, atypically, poor whites (many female) were a significant proportion of the relatively large, white community. Manumission
was difficult and expensive. Although the free colored population grew in
Barbados after 1780, their numbers were relatively low, when compared to
other islands. Even in 1833, there were twice as many whites (14,592) as
free people of color (6,584), with 82,807 enslaved people. Some free AfroBarbadians owned slaves (usually small numbers), and frequently hired them
out, as many whites did, to make a living. Many free people of color had relatives who were slaves or former slaves. Free people of color do not appear to
have freed slaves any more than whites.
Newton identifies the emergence of two groups of free people of color in
the early nineteenth century – bourgeois/elitist and populist/working class.
Members of the elitist, property-owning group were pro-slavery at first. They
presented themselves as the voice for all free people of color, and pushed
for civil rights (such as the right to testify in court) based on their free status. But, between 1816 (Barbados slave revolt) and 1824 (the first year of
amelioration), new voices emerged that were not pro-slavery. We begin to
see divisions within the free Afro-Barbadian community – divisions along
class, education, age, and culture lines. Newton discusses two petitions of
1823-24, symbolic of this split. The first, from the elitists headed by Jacob
Belgrave, denounced British abolitionism and was addressed to the legislature. The second, led by Samuel Collymore and written to the governor,
represented free colored people of lower-class background. Signed by 373
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free Afro-Barbadians, it was neutral on slavery. The legislature viewed this
counteraddress as extremely radical and dangerous.
Amelioration, a Colonial Office attempt to reform slavery in the period
before emancipation, gave people of color space to operate regarding religion, education, and philanthropy. Affluent, free people of color opened
schools and founded charitable and friendly societies, thus displaying their
“respectability.” They constituted themselves as a “public,” and challenged
racial discrimination. In 1831 the Barbadian legislature passed the “Brown
Privilege Bill,” giving the franchise to free Afro-Barbadian men. It turned out
that only about 75 men could vote, because the property qualification was
set at 30 pounds of taxable property. The qualification for white males was
only 10 pounds! As emancipation approached affluent free people of color
and whites cooperated more. For example, merchants in both groups acted
together to lobby the legislature to restrict street hucksters, fearing competition from the soon-to-be free. White and Afro-Barbadian men also shared
ideas about patriarchal codes of Christian conduct for men and women “centered on the suppression of ‘illegitimate’ sexual relations between whites and
people of African descent, the restriction of independent economic activity
by women, and the control of free laborers” (p. 8).
During the apprenticeship period, some in the colonial administration
saw free people of color as an intermediary group who could help with the
transition from slavery to freedom, but the plantocracy resisted any notion
of racial equality. It was at this point, in 1833, when the two groups of free
people of color – elitist and working class – came together to press for equality for all free subjects. Samuel Jackman Prescod, journalist and politician,
emerged as a leader in the free colored community, pushing for political
reform and resistance to racial segregation. He was the first man of color to
be elected to the Barbados Assembly. He viewed himself as a black Briton
and was no democrat.
In the apprenticeship era the free Afro-Barbadian elite, less hopeful of
gaining equality with whites, embraced emancipation and claimed former
slaves as “brethren,” working to become representatives of the newly free.
After “full freedom” in 1838, class tensions surfaced in relation to migration
and franchise reform, once more dividing the Afro-Barbadian community.
Only a few wealthy Afro-Barbadian men gained appointments and political
influence after emancipation because land and wealth stayed largely in white
hands. Some decided to migrate to Africa in search of better opportunities.
Melanie Newton has provided a stimulating work that covers more
ground and raises more issues than discussed here. The book should be read
by all interested in slavery and emancipation in the wider Atlantic world.
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Examining commemorations of the French Revolution’s aftermath in Haiti
and Martinique, Chris Bongie questions why the relationship between literature and politics in postcolonial scholarship is viewed as an irreconcilable
dispute between friends and enemies. He uncovers a conflicted memory – of
the political as the expression of a disavowed commonality in a distorted ideal
of humanism – in the scribal work of feuding factions. His compilation of
previously published works explores the epistemic dialogue between colonial and postcolonial discourses to ponder the future of Francophone postcolonial studies. Bongie promotes a cultural-studies approach embracing the
“desacralization of ‘charismatic’ authors and their textual productions” (p.
258) whose commodification he believes has stifled the postcolonial field.
His antagonistic stance denounces an elitist bias against scribes or “lesser
authors” for a “metonymic fetish”: the “great writer” or “great intellectual.”
In so doing, he hopes to offer a new perspective but demonstrates rather how
biases in postcolonial theory occult mimetic rivalries between the anticolonial
struggle and the participation of writers in institutional discourses of power.
The introduction announces the consecutive sections of the book and sets
the tone. Bongie sharply criticizes scholars such as Gayatri Spivak and Robert
Young for their take on literature and politics and further questions their supposed biases by an analysis of literary representations of the double political
memory of Haïti/Hayti and les frères ennemies, Pétion and Christophe. Part
One then probes intriguing shifts between friendship and enmity in French
and Haitian “overinvestment” in commemorative events while examin-
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ing their antagonistic relationship through the entanglement of politics in
the preservation of memory. Setting Régis Debray’s ideas against those of
Édouard Glissant, Kwame Appiah, and others, Bongie analyzes conflictive
and reductive humanist and humanitarian concepts, considering the latest
expression of the “white man’s burden” inherited from the Enlightenment. A
close reading of Jean-Baptiste Picquenard’s overlooked novels and versions
of Victor Hugo’s Bug-Jargal further critiques the intertwining of humanist
and humanitarian ideals. Chapter 1 discusses Picquenard’s political ambivalence in preserving and erasing the memory of revolutionary violence.
Chapter 2 explores the rewritings of Bug-Jagal, particularly Leitch Ritchie’s
The Slave-King (1833), challenging the original text’s authority and suggesting the importance, in the British abolitionist movement, of scribes such as
Ritchie or the Haitian Baron de Vastey.
Part Two exposes the devoir de mémoire, supported by antagonistic figures such as Régis Debray and Édouard Glissant, as the treacherous expression of the interplay between memory and nostalgia. Chapter 3 uses the bicentennial of the Haitian Revolution to denounce Debray’s governmental report
in 2004, Haïti et la France, which indicated a nostalgic neo-colonialism born
out of what Bongie calls a disturbing ideal of “universal humanism,” and
which led to Aristide’s removal from Haiti. Chapter 4 broadens this issue
through Martiniquan political debates concerning the sesquicentenary celebration of the abolition of slavery. Squabbles over the “dates” of abolition and
the problematic figure of Cyrille Bissette illustrate how the interconnection of
memory and nostalgia prevents an accurate reconstruction of the past. Using
George Yudice’s examination of the American culture wars, Bongie sees these
Martiniquan quarrels as coming from the same hegemonic discourse inherent to the devoir de mémoire. Finally, Chapter 5 is the “less than reverent
account of the literary nostalgia … for ‘literature’” (p. 152) in Derek Walcott’s
play, The Haitian Trilogy. Bongie chides Walcott for his misrepresentations
of Christophe’s mulatto secretary, which erase de Vastey’s anticolonial discourse. Walcott’s “‘sceptical humanist’ representations of History, his cynical
disengagement from social movements” (p. 250) betray The Haitian Trilogy
as a mere repackaging of three plays: a commodified object of consumption.
Part Three further desacralizes the commodified literary object and “the
great writer” as a metonymic fetish. Bongie rails against an elitism that denigrates popular – lowbrow – culture, “perpetuates a watered-down version of
canonical thinking and only bothers to give a voice to the ‘people’ when they
say, do, and consume the ‘right’ thing” (p. 291). Examining the marginalization of the political in the works of David Scott and Peter Hallward, Bongie
claims that severing cultural practices from political agendas in novels by
Maryse Condé and Glissant feeds middlebrow popularity. Chapter 6 examines
popular authors, such as Tony Delsham, to probe the mechanics at play behind
the construction of Condé’s so-called consecrated and fetishistic status in
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Francophone and postcolonial spheres by literary critics. Bongie asks scholars
to examine both her texts and popular success. In Chapter 7, Bongie discusses
Nick Nesbitt’s Voicing Memory and its exploration of the popular reception of
Edwige Danticat’s work as a guilty pleasure for literary critics and in harshly
critiquing Glissant’s recent works. For Bongie, Glissant reiterates ideas that
sell and betray their author’s skepticism and cynicism. In addition, Bongie
affirms that Glissant’s scribal work for Jacques Chirac’s government evokes
the intellectual as a janus-figure both distant and close to power.
Bongie argues with passion for the reconciliation of several frères
ennemis: literature and politics, the great writer and the scribe, cultural
studies and postcolonial studies. His rigorous reworking of previous essays
challenges the controversial overview of debates concerning postcolonial
scholarship and he calls for a reassessment of the field. Although he relentlessly shares his expertise and his aspiration for the future of Francophone
postcolonial scholarship, he does not offer a clear definition of the latter.
Indeed, the thoroughness of this deconstructive study may frustrate some
readers, since his antagonistic stance may appear questionable. For instance,
Bongie’s criticism of the way Walcott and Glissant repackage their previous
work as a means to reassert their cultural authority might be undermined
by his own repackaging. Nevertheless, his valuable contribution, for those
unaware of his scholarship, has opened a Pandora’s box that will generate
stimulating conversations among scholars. Perhaps these discussions will
allow new voices to be heard.

Nationalism and the Formation of Caribbean Literature. Leah Reade
Rosenberg. New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007. x + 260 pp. (Cloth US$
69.95)
Bénédicte Ledent
Department of English
University of Liège
B-4000 Liège, Belgium
<B.Ledent@ulg.ac.be>

In the past few years, critical voices have been calling for a reappraisal of the
literary historiography of the Anglophone Caribbean, pleading in particular
for more attention to be paid to the writing published before World War II.
This artistic production, the argument goes, has been either ignored or under-
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stated in much of the recording of the literary history of the region, and should
be carefully considered because, as Alison Donnell (2006:13) points out, this
would enable us “to re-establish the complexity of both cultural forms and politics pre-1950, thereby opening this archive up to the present and the future.”
Leah Reade Rosenberg’s Nationalism and the Formation of Caribbean
Literature clearly follows in the wake of such a rationale and constitutes an
important contribution to the current revision of the Caribbean literary canon.
It aims to tell “the story of the intertwined development of nationalism and
literature in the English-speaking Caribbean between 1840 and 1940” (p. 5).
It also highlights the exclusionary practices that often underlay the elaboration of this tradition and which can, in many cases, be perceived in the way
the writers of the period engaged with matters of gender. Focusing mainly on
Trinidad and Jamaica – two islands with “strong literary and political movements in the early twentieth century” (p. 9) – the book is organized in seven
chapters, each dedicated to one author, or one group of authors, whose writing contributed to the formation of a literary tradition in the region.
Rosenberg starts with a discussion of three early Trinidadian novels –
E.L. Joseph’s Warner Arundell (1838), Michel Maxwell Philip’s Emmanuel
Appadocca (1854), and Stephen Cobham’s Rupert Gray (1907) – which, she
explains, went some way toward challenging Europe’s claim to superiority.
However, she points out, the same cannot always be said of the writers examined in the rest of the book, for in spite of their nationalistic and liberatory
claims their works often led to a consolidation of the hierarchies, racial or
social, which were advocated by the colonial order. Among the writers studied in the volume are Thomas MacDermot, H.G. de Lisser, Claude McKay,
and Una Marson from Jamaica as well as Alfred Mendes and C.L.R. James
from Trinidad. The last chapter is devoted to Jean Rhys, which might be surprising as she is from neither Jamaica nor Trinidad, but this focus on an artist
who can be regarded as transitional – if only because her work straddles two
generations of writers – enables Rosenberg to adopt a comparative approach
and wrap up her overall argument.
There are many reasons why Nationalism and the Formation of
Caribbean Literature should be recommended to scholars working in the
field of Caribbean studies. As a well-documented volume using a wideranging array of unpublished or hard-to-find material, it provides a solid
historical contextualization for the literature it examines, particularly in its
thorough study of the role played by cultural networks or by institutions
like the press in the establishment of a national body of writing. Rosenberg
should also be praised for addressing with determination the many tensions
inherent in a literary production which tended to depict working-class characters, many of them female, but nevertheless resorted to a dubious rhetoric
of respectability inherited from Victorianism and therefore ended up promoting the interests of the middle class.
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Overall, Rosenberg’s focus is very much on the evolution of the literary
scene and the development of individual writing careers, which means that
relatively little attention is paid to the aesthetic features of the texts themselves (apart from occasional references to their linguistic makeup). As a
result, the works’ literary qualities are not really taken into consideration,
with the exception of a few reported comments on the disappointing character of some of them (see, for example, p. 35). This is a shame, not only
because the passages where the analysis becomes slightly more textual (e.g.,
the sections devoted to McKay’s Home to Harlem and Banana Bottom) are
among the best in the book, but also because an examination of the artistic
value of the works in question would, in some cases, have explained why
they have not received much recognition. Another regret is that some of the
critical foci announced in the introduction are not fully developed in the
body of the book; the notion of creolization is sporadically touched upon,
notably in relation to Trinidadian yard fiction, but should have been tackled
more directly, or perhaps more clearly. Finally, the book suffers from a certain vagueness, especially in its referencing system and in the terminology
it deploys. For example, a word such as “elite,” which is central to the argument, tends to be used rather loosely.
Ground-breaking because of its subject matter, Nationalism and the
Formation of Caribbean Literature is also remarkable because it opens
onto other original, if underexploited, vistas. It testifies, for example, to the
importance of alternative sexualities in the construction of Caribbean identity. This field has not yet been fully charted and would have deserved even
more explicit coverage in this book. More could also have been said on the
relationship between pre-1950s Caribbean writers and the Windrush generation. Rosenberg offers a few points of comparison with George Lamming in
the course of her book, and expands on this a little in her short afterword.
Yet her explanations remain sketchy on the whole, which might suggest that
there is material for another book in this.
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This new study of Maryse Condé’s fiction finds its place in an already rich
body of critical work. To date, however, most of it has appeared in edited
books by multiple authors. This may be about to change since in the past
four years, several single-authored books have been published on Condé’s
novels. Dawn Fulton analyzes Condé’s work in the context of complex discussions of postcolonialism because, she argues, Condé stages in her novels
“a sustained dialogue with the critical discussions surrounding her work”
(p. 2). Fulton also points to the choice of the novelist’s intertexts because
they “specifically engage the critical discourse surrounding Condé’s fiction”
while “challeng[ing] the various lenses through which they are read” (p. 3).
Signs of Dissent thus stands out as a study strongly anchored in important
theoretical dialogues. It also gives full place to the significance of the discussion between fiction and critical theory in which Fulton is a full participant.
In order to give her study the focus it deserves, Fulton concentrates on
three key concepts – “temporal continuity, internal coherence, and representativity” (p. 9) – and sees how they appear and build on one another in
Condé’s fiction. This is quite helpful because it offers some focus in the otherwise immense field of postcolonial studies. Fulton also stresses the importance of parody in Condé’s work, and points to Condé’s playful spirit as she
urges the reader, in an interview, not to “take Tituba too seriously” (p. 48).
Indeed, Condé is willing to flip on its head every certitude the reader comes
up with like so many clean boxes where characters and ideas are thought
to be placed safely. As Fulton argues, Condé is unwilling to have her work
boxed in, just as she is unwilling to be boxed in herself. Thanks to this reading, Fulton offers some insights on the “perversions of parody” (p. 48) and
multiple “transgressions” (p. 103) in Condé’s work.
The study is divided into seven chapters, each focusing on one or two
novels. While the theme for each chapter is carefully presented and fits nicely
with the chosen novel, it remains unclear why these specific novels were
selected over others. The corpus of Maryse Condé’s work is extremely varied
and some novels have been widely studied while others could benefit from
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additional readings. Chapter 1 finds contemporary echoes of transnational discussions in some of Condé’s early work (two novels and some critical work)
as it highlights how the global can sometimes clash with the local, resulting
in misunderstandings. Chapter 2 focuses on the well-known novel I, Tituba,
Black Witch of Salem and offers an interesting vision of Tituba as an anthropologist (p. 42). Chapter 3 deals with novels in which disorder and destruction of boundaries are central and result in the impossibility to certify one’s
genealogy. Chapter 4 gives an interesting reading of the theme of trauma in
Desirada, linking the individual trauma of the main character, Marie-Noëlle,
who is unable to find information about her father, to the collective trauma of
the Caribbean people dispossessed of their land and identity.
Chapters 5-7 are without doubt the most interesting because they are dealing with some of the most recent novels: Célanire cou-coupé (2000), La Belle
Créole (2001) and Histoire de la femme cannibale (2003). Very few critical
articles, if any, have been published on these books and the only discussions
of them have taken place at scholarly conferences. Written and published
reflections are thus welcome as a serious addition to the field. Chapter 5
offers an insightful reading of Célanire cou-coupé in light of Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein and exposes Condé’s work in a new light for those who had read
it only in the context of postcolonial studies. Chapter 6 discusses La Belle
Créole in a politically charged context: one where the debate on slavery reparations is central. While the analysis is convincing, it would have benefited from
some information about Condé’s presence in one specific governmental project: the Comité pour la Mémoire de l’esclavage (Committee for the Memory
of Slavery) created in April 2004 and of which she was the president. Even
though the report cannot be considered one of Condé’s texts since it was discussed and written in a collective spirit, her participation in it informs, and is
informed by, opinions and ideas she develops in her fiction. Finally, Chapter 7
is an engaging reading of Histoire de la femme cannibale. Fulton’s comments
on cannibalism through the centuries from a perspective more anthropological
than literary are valuable and she draws the link between the two nicely.
The conclusion of Signs of Dissent explains something that might otherwise have appeared as a shortcoming: that is, the problematics of translation
for an author who writes in French but is widely read – and studied – in English
translation. As such, one can understand Fulton’s choice to study Condé’s work
for its ideological content more than its literary one since, as she notes: “the
fact that many of the assessments of Condé’s work that I have discussed in this
study are readings of the English translations of her novels adds an important
dimension to the critical dialogue she undertakes in her fiction” (p. 143).
Overall, Signs of Dissent is a nice contribution to the field of Caribbean
studies. Other than the introduction which feels, at times, linguistically overburdened, Fulton’s readings of Condé’s work are made from an interesting
angle.
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Discerning the sequence of prehistoric cultural traditions in the Caribbean
has for decades been the primary focus of archaeological research in the
region. Irving Rouse’s well-known text, The Taino: The Rise and Decline of
the People Who Greeted Columbus (1992) has often served as the foundation for these discussions and is widely used in Caribbean prehistory courses.
Samuel M. Wilson’s The Archaeology of the Caribbean offers a fresh alternative to Rouse’s work and provides a dynamic model that overcomes many
of the shortcomings of the more descriptive culture history approach. While
recognizing the value of Rouse’s earlier work, Wilson emphasizes cultural
diversity in the Caribbean in prehistoric times and highlights the interactions
between different groups in the region. Moreover, Wilson creatively draws
on key sites investigated by archaeologists to challenge the static and homogeneous view of Caribbean peoples in prehistoric times.
Wilson places the Caribbean in the broader framework of world prehistory studies and outlines the unique character of human settlement and social
organization in the region. The Caribbean was a final frontier for humans.
Beginning only 4,000 years ago, the migration of peoples into the Caribbean
was one of the last stages in their settlement of the globe. Wilson provides an
up-to-date discussion of the debates concerning the settlement of the islands
and clearly traces the mainland origins of Caribbean peoples. He skillfully
articulates the impact of cultural interactions between hunting and gathering
migrants from the Yucatan and those from the Orinoco Delta region of South
America, painting a picture of the Caribbean that is fluid and dynamic. Once
settled, the new migrants were no longer constrained by the cultural conservatism of their mainland ancestors. They shed traditional ways, adapted to
their new environment, and developed new cultures that blended the traditions of different mainland groups. As a frontier made up of migrants from
different mainland regions, the Caribbean provided a testing ground for
innovation. Wilson argues, for example, that zones of interaction, such as
those between Antigua and Puerto Rico, were important meeting points for
hunting/gathering peoples from the Yucatan and others from South America,
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which spurred changes in social, political, and economic organization. The
movement of Saladoid horticulturalists into the Caribbean beginning around
2,000 years ago further stimulated cultural change and ethnogenesis. Wilson
argues that these Saladoid migrants were not simply a homogeneous group
that replaced earlier peoples, but a flexible force that added to the dynamism
and diversity of the region. He also examines the role that inter-island and
mainland exchange networks played in shaping prehistoric Caribbean societies. Finally, even though his primary focus is on the cultural developments in
the Greater Antilles, he provides an important overview of the major archaeological sites and issues concerning the cultural trajectories of Amerindian
peoples in the Lesser Antilles before and after the arrival of Europeans.
Perhaps Wilson’s greatest contribution is his analysis of emerging chiefdoms in the Greater Antilles beginning around AD 600. Again, he highlights
the blending of cultural traditions and the emergence of new cultural forms,
looking at evidence from Maisabel, Tibes, and Caguana in Puerto Rico to
show the transition from small-scale communal Saladoid villages to larger
and more politically complex ranked Taíno societies. He draws on an extensive amount of archaeological evidence from a geographically diverse range
of archaeological sites in the region to reveal this shift. The transition to
ranked societies is most evident in changing settlement patterns and burial
practices. Early Saladoid peoples buried their dead communally in central
ceremonial spaces ringed by communal houses. As these Saladoid villages
grew in population and political complexity, communal burial areas gave
way to individual burials tied to individual households. The shift reflected
a transition from the egalitarian Saladoid village life to the lineage-based
system of leadership that would characterize Taíno political organization.
In Taíno polities, central areas within villages remained communal spaces,
though they were used as ball courts and ceremonial plazas for the display
of kingship and other community events. Using archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence, Wilson provides an excellent overview of Taíno cultural
practices. He highlights diversity within Taíno societies (especially differences between Taíno chiefdoms in Puerto Rico and Hispaniola), reveals the
extent of Taíno cultural and political influence, and explicates the nature of
culture change at interaction zones at the fringes of the Taíno world.
Wilson offers a well-organized, well-written, and timely study of
Caribbean archaeology that underscores the dynamic and diverse nature of
Caribbean societies before and after the arrival of Europeans. He untangles
the complexities of Caribbean prehistory and breaks us free from the bonds
of the descriptive and complicated culture history scholarship. More importantly, for those of us teaching courses in Caribbean prehistory, this book
provides a clear and readable text that will facilitate teaching and inspire students to pursue further interest in the Caribbean region. It is a must-read for
all serious scholars of Caribbean archaeology and will serve as an excellent
text for introductory courses in that field.
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Over the last two decades, the application of the natural and physical sciences
in archaeology, commonly referred to as archaeometry or archaeological science, has gradually been adopted as a part of the Caribbean archaeologist’s
tool kit for wresting technological, cultural, and historical information from
archaeological sites and collections. In 2006, the leading archaeometric specialists working with Caribbean sites and artifacts gathered at the Society for
American Archaeology conference in Puerto Rico for a symposium showcasing recent approaches. The symposium ultimately evolved into the anthology
under review here.
Crossing the Borders begins with an introduction by the co-editors to
the study of archaeological materials, including a useful historical overview
of Caribbean archaeology. This is followed by fourteen case studies prepared by experts from both sides of the Atlantic, and an epilogue by Taíno
specialist William Keegan. Obviously intended for other archaeologists, the
case studies do an excellent job of demonstrating the fundamental role that
archaeometry now plays in Caribbean archaeology and illustrate the diversity of experience and backgrounds of the researchers. Keegan’s epilogue,
meanwhile, respectfully tenders an acknowledgement to the pioneering
archaeometric studies that laid the groundwork over the last thirty years for
the current generation of scholars. Keegan also does well to remind readers that showcasing methodological or technological sophistication is never
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enough, and that asking good questions is still the most important part of any
archaeological investigation.
The first three case studies (Chapters 2-4) feature techniques for determining the origins of ceramics, metals, and lithic artifacts. The three editors
combine conventional archaeological analysis, geochemical analysis, and ethnoarchaeological research to determine the provenance of pottery fragments
recovered on Saba. Their evidence indicates that most of the pottery was
manufactured from local clays; however, as much as one third was manufactured from non-local sources. Drawing on their ethnoarchaeological evidence,
they argue that the clay must have been part of the exchange network of
Amerindians. Jago Cooper, Marcos Martinón-Torres, and Roberto Valcárcel
Rojas then trace the origin, composition, and manufacture of metal objects
from a Taíno cemetery in Cuba; theirs is the only case study in the volume
that focuses on the poorly understood contact period. They determine that
the metal objects are of European origin and suggest new insights into indigenous trade systems, as well as the influence of European colonizers on Taíno
customs and values. In the final provenance study, Sebastiaan Knippenburg
and Johannes Zijlstra review the metholodogy for characterizing the chemical
composition of flint and chert artifacts as a productive technique for determining where Amerindians sourced raw materials for stone tools.
The next three chapters examine Amerindian manufacturing processes. In
Chapter 5, Charlene Dixon Hutcheson profiles the use of dental molds of basket-impressed ceramics from the Bahamas for studying weaving techniques
in the absence of the original artifacts. Christy de Mille, Tamara Varney, and
Michael Turney investigate the drilling technology of the Saladoid lapidary
industries on Antigua using casts of bead bore holes and scanning electron
microscopy. And Benoît Bérard presents a research plan for examining stone
tool manufacture by comparing Huecan and Cedrosan Saladoid assemblages,
aimed at clarifying distinctions between the two cultural traditions.
The microscopic analysis of tools, and the residues adhering to cutting
surfaces is the focus of Chapters 8-12. Van Gijn, Yvonne Lammers-Keijsers,
and Iris Briels employ use-wear analysis of ceramics, stones, shells, and
coral to reconstruct activities. Building on these results, Harold J. Kelly and
Van Gijn compare use-wear on coral artifacts to replicate tools. Combining
use-wear analysis, plant phytolith, and starch residue analysis, Channah
Nieuwenhuis assesses the function of specific stone tools and pottery in plant
processing in Saba. Also focusing on plant remains, Jaime Pagán Jiménez
and José Oliver compare starch residues on stone tools between various
Puerto Rican sites to suggest different systems of agricultural production on
the island. Starch residues are also examined on ceramic griddles from Cuba
by Roberto Rodriguez and Pagán Jiménez in their evaluation of the notion
that griddles were used solely for the production of cassava bread.
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The last three chapters feature paleobotanical and paleo-osteological
research. Lee Newsom reviews the newest methods and techniques in the
study of plant remains. Alfredo Coppa and a number of collaborators present
dental evidence for two separate migratory waves in the circum-Caribbean.
Finally, Mathijs Booden et al. use strontium isotopes from teeth and bone to
trace the origin of the population at the Toumassoid site of Anse à la Gourde
in Guadeloupe.
To echo Keegan (p. 231), Crossing the Borders ushers Caribbean archaeology into a new phase. Excavation is no longer an end in itself, and finds
lists no longer constitute the totality of an archaeologist’s analytical capability. With the aim of becoming both methodologically and theoretically more
sophisticated, the archaeometric methods profiled in this volume represent
new and innovative ways to address a wider range of questions than was
previously possible. Well-written and illustrated, the book is a showcase of
some of the most interesting and thoughtful archaeological research underway in the Caribbean.

